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CUS report condemns "corporate" universities
Student power
The fundamental demand of student
unions must be for control over the learn-
ing process and the university decision-
making process at all levels. The basis for
this control is not a belief that students
constitute an elite, but the principle that
control over one's material environment is
a fundamental democratic right. We
therefore must support the exercise of that
right by other groups, be they workers in
industry, urban residents, or citizens of
the Third World.
Multiversity with a corporate structure.
The university is not an autonomous
community but a multiversity with a cor-
porate structure and ideology training stu-
dents according to the imperatives of the
corporate business world. Thus the various
disciplines and departments are becoming
increasingly compartmentalized from one
another and are more and more function-
ally related as training laboratories in
technique to the narrow demands of the
labour market.
Stratification exists within both the fa-
culty (lecturer, associate professor) and
the student body (honors versus majors)'
and between them. The demand for con-
trol cannot be a request for participation
in this corporate structure. It must seek
to counter the power of the university aa
a corporation with the autonomous power
of the students.
Department and classroom:
organiiing around places of
intellectual work.
The most crucial arenas where the
struggle for control must take place are
the classroom and departmental decision-
making bodies.
Student demands in the classroom and
department will mean conflict not only
with the administration, but also with
those faculty whose narrow academic in-
terests, or whose real powers based on
status or grading, are threatened by stu-
dent power.
The students struggle.
Functionally, the faculty may normal-
ly be divided into three groups: upper
administrators and deans, whose interests
often coincide with those of the adminis-
tration; middle-level academics, who are
threatened by administrative interference
but also by student demands; and the
bloc of lower faculty and poorly-paid
teaching assistants whose interests are
closer to the students'. Students must, as
a group of faculty, including minority
faculty unions and teaching assistant
unions, fight for the following:
A struggle for democratization.
1. The CAUT policy of apprenticeship
and tenure must be vigorously opposed
as a guild professionalist concept of
status and power in the university
which subordinates teaching to re-
search and intellectual exchange to
competition between professors and
students in the classroom and depart-
mental politics. We must fight for
automatic due process in hiring and
firing with regular review of contract
by parallel student and faculty com-
mittees with mutual veto.
Joint student/faculty control.
2. Students must have control in the class-
room: methods to that end could be
an adoption of the pass/fail system of
grading, constant evalution based on
assignments, class participation, eval-
uation by fellow students in the class,and negotiation between the individ-
ual student and the teacher.
There must also be continuous joint
student/faculty control over curricula
and teaching-learning processes.
Students must be organized to con-
front faculty-administration opposition
to these reforms by boycotting exams,
setting up student-run tutorials and
seminars using resource personnel,
challenging the bias of course outlines
and the context of lectures, etc.
Demand equal access to information.
3. Autonomous student power must be
built by establishing departmental
union locals including all students in
each department. Student committees,
parallel to all departmental faculty
committees, should be created to de-
mand recognition of students' right to
equal access to information and bar-
gaining power. The department union,
in the event of conflict, must work for
final veto over departmental or fa-
culty decisions, and must have the
right to initiate new policies for faculty"
ratification.
University level: Bargaining
from power
Any gains made by forcing concessions
from faculty at the departmental level can
be smashed by the actions of the senate,
board, faculty council or other university
and faculty bodies. Students must build
autonomous power at this level by de-
manding:
1. An end to all advisory committees of
students without direct decision-mak-
ing power, and student participation
as a minority of any decision-making
group. Students must form their own
committee, articulate their demands
and engage in bargaining with the ad-
ministration and/or faculty controlled
bodies. The alternative is to allow
things to be "buried in a committee"
and permit student demands for action
to be co-opted into various types of
non-action. A refusal to bargain in
good faith can be met by mobilizing
students to act to confront the power
structure by demonstrations, strikes
and boycotts.
2. Openness of all meetings and equal ac-
cess to information.
3. Abolition of the board of governoi's as
presently constituted. The fiscal and
other "academic" powers of current
boards of governors (ultimate veto of
hiring and firing) should be transfer-
red to parallel student-faculty univer-
sity level decision-making bodies (i.e.
the student union or an executive com-
mittee of it called the student plenum
and the faculty council respectively)
which will meet separately. Legisla-
tion will have to be ratified by both
bodies before it goes into effect.
An alternate model which might be em-
ployed would be to transfer all board
powers to a reconstituted senate with an
equal number of students and faculty, i.e.
the demand would be for parity on a joint
body.
* * *
Education
In a society that is truly democratic, the
goals of education must be to help stu-
dents to become individuals:
i) who are able to take self-initiated
action and the self-disciplined and
responsible for that action,
ii) who are critical learners able to eva-
luate the contributions of others and
make intelligent choices, free of so-
cial or intellectual coercion,
iii) who are aware of their social respon-
sibilities and are able to co-operate
effectively with others, but who think
and act independently and not >ust
in terms of what others think,
iv) who have acquired knowledge rele-
vant to the solution of personal and
social problems, and can use that
knowledge creatively.
Don't divorce knowledge from society.
However, the knowledge that is acquir-
ed cannot be divorced from the social
system which it exists. It is not politically
neutral: it can be used both to liberate
and repress. Only if we examine the ways
in which knowledge is used in our society
can we fully understand the kinds of
socialization that occur and the role of
education in our society.
University as pumphouse photo by Attkins
PLACEMENT
INTERVIEWS
The following companies will be present on campus during the
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an
appointment with one or more of the company representatives
are requested to arrange an appointment through the Placement
Office.
Nov. 18th — Mcdonald currie & co.Anyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. Coppan.
NOV. 18th — C. H. WARD & PARTNERAnyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. Eckel.NOV. 19th — RIDDEL, STEAD, GRAHAM & HUTCHINSONAnyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant—Mr. Routery & Mr. Fudge.
NOV. 19th — THORNE, GUNN, HELLIWELL & CHRISTENSONAnyone interested in the career of <
Chartered Accountant.
Mr. Godfrey & Mr. Gumming.
NOV. 20th — TOUCHE & ROSSAnyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. Labrie.
NOV. 20th — PEAT, MARWICK & MITCHELLAnyone interested in the caireer of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. Pielsticker.NOV. 21st — HUDSON BAY CO. Mr. English.
NOV. 21st — ARTHUR ANDERSONAnyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. Pya.NOV. 22nd— HUDSON BAY CO. Mr. English.
NOV. 22nd— CLARKSON & GORDON
Anyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant.
NOV. 22nd— DELOITTE, PLENDER, HASKIN & SELLSAnyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. McNeill.NOV. 22nd— PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.Anyone interested in the career of
Chartered Accountant — Mr. OornforthNOV. 25th - MUTUAL LIFE Mr. Reynolds.NOV. 26th — CANADIAN PITTSBURGH Mr FinlaysonNOV. 26th _ UPJOHN (Males only) Mr. Alexander.
DEC. 2nd - CANADA PACKERS Mr. P. N. Renouf.DEC. 3rd — FORD MOTOR CO.DEC. 4th — FORD MOTOR CO.DEC. 4th - SIMPSON SEARS Mr. S. Stewart.DEC. sth - DOMINION LIFE ASS. . .. Mr. Williams.DEC. sth _ LONDON LIFE Mr. M. H. SwainDEC. 6th _ BANK OF MONTREAL Mr. Long & Mr. Herriot.DEC. 9th — PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONto 17th Appointments will be made by the Public ServiceCommission writing the student
£_£' !S_ ~ EXCELS,OR LII=E Mr. Kearns.2E* f_ ~ TORONT°-DOMINION BANK Mr. Joseph.DEC. 16th — PROCTOR & GAMBLEDEC. 17th — PROCTOR & GAMBLE
FINANCIAL
AID
Any student who has received his State-
ment ofAward and not yet picked up his
Certificate of Eligibility is requested to
do so at the Financial Aid Office. Any
student who has not handed in a Declar-
ation of Other Awards to the Financial
Aid Office should do so. If you do not
there will be no Grant Cheque for you,
any delay in submitting this form will re-
sult in a delay of your Grant Cheque.
Valedictorian stuns audience
"The Student as Nigger" has
finally entered into highschool
Valedictories.
At Hamilton's Barton Second-
ary School last Friday, Richard
Sheilds, Valedictorian, used Far-
ber's article as the basis of his
speech.
He said the five years his class
spent in high school had "lobo-
tomized" them. "The problem is
that students take it," he added.
Sheilds said much of the famed
article was true of the system.
"The article gave many examples
of injustices and they are the
truth. Students don't think. They
follow orders, and Jesus can they
follow orders."
Sheilds condemned the teach-
ing method. He said "things are
true because of authority." He
claimed the system destroyed
creativity.
"The article is right about this
being a factory schedule. We are
taught not to learn just to be
better."
The school system channels
people into business, Sheilds said.
"No one cares about places like
Biafra in this system."
"The students and the system
are utilizedby authority for petti-
ness and ignorance," said Sheilds.
In the speech Sheilds said the
classroom was a "useless entity
where some truths should have
been acquired but they weren't."
Sheilds issued a mandate to his
graduating class. He said "Others
don't know what is better for us.
We shouldn't let ourselves be
produced."
Sheilds did hot proclaim the
need for revolution. He said there
should be a great deal of change
but by working in the system.
At the conclusion the guests
on stage did not applaud with
the audience. All had frowns on
their faces.
Before the Valediction the peo-
ple from the Board of Educa-
tion commented on the calibre of
education the students received.
They talked in terms of supply
and demand of education and the
monetary return from graduates.
The Superintendent of Second*
ary Schools, Mr. Cooper, claimed
the aims of education were to
create people who could "think
effectively, communicate, discrim-
inate values and work and con-
duct themselves in the standard
fashion."
During the Valedictory address
a teacher left the auditorium and
walked in the halls. She did not
enter the room again. '
The principal, Mr. Russel said
little about the Valediction ex-
cept that he "hoped the graduates
would benefit society as they had
been taught to."
Manitoba administration yields to students demands
WINNIPEG (CUP) — The Uni-
versity of Manitoba administra-
tion has virtually capitulated to
student demands in am effort to
break through a massive proced-
ural tangle in the government of
the university.
The students have refused to
fill six senate seats for two
months now in a demand'for open
board and senate meetings, board
representation and student coun-
cil control of senator selection.
The administration has com-
plied with three of the conditions.
It has pledged to open the sen-
ate, allow election of a student
representative to the board and
leave selection of student sena-
tors in the hands of the student
council.
The students have been playing
an almost unbeatable hand. The
provincial legislature last year re-
structured university government
at the university but the new
bodies cannot meet until students
sit on the senate. After two
months of desperate bargaining
and threatening, the administra-
tion gave in.
The council has, as yet, not
indicated that it will finally send
students to the senate. Appar-
ently, it will wait to see what the
board says about open meetings.
The concessions were made Fri-
day (Nov. 1) at a lengthy senate
meeting. Senate approved council
selection of student representa-
tives, promised to elect a student
to the board and pledged to meet
in the open, providing for "in
camera" sessions to dead with
items such as the awarding of
honorary degrees, personnel ap-
pointments and real estate trans-
actions.
Horace Patterson, student pres-
ident, said after the meeting: "I
am pleased with what has been
decided. I hope,the board proves
as receptive."
Essentially the tangle went as
follows: The "hew senate cannot
convene without student reps.
The new board cannot meet until
the new senate has elected six
members of the' board. Thus far,
the old bodies have been meeting
to handle all administrative mat-
ters.
Administration president H. H.
Saiinderson's attempts to negoti-
ate withand thenbypass the coun-
cil by working through faculty
associations broke down earlier
in the month.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
LOST — 1 pr. of crutches (ad-justable) from Health Services.
The next person needing the
use of these crutches would
very much appreciate that they
be returned to Health Services. as soon as possible. Thank you.
* * *THE RESULTS of your miniature
chest X-Rays are in the mail-
boxes outside of the mail room.
Please pick them up.
MORROW
CONFECTIONERY
103 University Aye. W.
POST OFFICE
Groceries - SundriesDepot for
BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016
HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
and s.
HENRY MORGAN & COMPANY LTD.
will have a representative on campus to discuss
management career opportunities in retail mer-
chandising on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 21 and 22
MALE GRADUATES IN ARTS AND COMMERCE ARE
PREFERRED.
Please see your Student Placement Office to make an
appointment for an interview.
CLEARVIEW AUTO WASH LIMITED
PRESTIGE WASH BUDGET WASH
wash, wax and dry wash, wax and semi-dry
WITH THE PURCHASE OF WITH THE PURCHASE OF
15 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only 50c 15 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only 15c
12 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only 75c 12 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only 30c
9 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only $1.00 9 Gals Wash & Wax cost Only 45c
CAR WASH WITHOUT GAS CAR WASH WITHOUT GAS
Mon. - Thurs. $1.25 Mon. . Thurs. 79c
Fri. - Sun. $1.50 Fri. • Sun. $1.00• All cars are waxed and rMlf _ _„„ ___ M„„m, . . .. • >aye our gas couponsundercarriage thoroughly
j
washed and undercoated an* 9et a reX wasn
205 WEBER STREET NORTH, WATERLOO. ONTARIO
Guards defend Lutheran virture
by Pat Box
"They keep the girls in and
the boys out."
This is one student's opinion
of what the SIS guards on cam-
pus do.
Other student comments rang-
ed from, "I've never had to come
into contact with them," to "they
appear to do their job, but just
what is it that they do?"
WELL, WHAT DO THEY DO?
The men in blue clarified the
mystery. They are responsible for
maintaining security of campus
buildings, enforcing parking reg-
ulations, patrolling the campus,
and seeing that laws, such as the
one about drinking, are adhered
to. One of their favourite jobs
seems to be checking in at French
House to see if the girls are safe.
The SIS team patrols the cam-
pus in shifts of 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.
and from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
This year they have-new walk-
ie-talkies to co-ordinate their ac-
tivities on campus. The only prob-
lem now is trying to get batter-
ies.
SIS AS IN BIG SISTER?
The four man team of Security
Investigation Services is headed
by Sergeant Smythe and also in-
cludes Dave /Dlarke who has gen-
eral jobs around campus, an of-
ficer in charge of parking viola-
tions, and an officer who peri-
odically patrols the campus in a
cruiser.
WHY, OH WHY.
Clarke has been working at
WLU since February 1967 and
enjoys his job very much. He
became interested in this' line of
work during his five year term
in the navy where he had naval
security training and learned dis-
cipline and working with young-
er people. '■■
The two,most important quali-
fications in obtaining a job as
a SIS guard are good character
and a perfectly clean criminal
record.
"A FINE LITTLE CAMPUS,
BUT —"; r
Clarke has a good opinion of
the students at WLU. He claims
they have given him "no trouble
to speak of."
He has a few suggestions for
improvements on campus. ...
He said: "The TA should be
open until midnight for recrea-
tion, fun, and the blowing off of
steam. Any student who is not
involved in varsity athletics
doesn't have a chance to use the
TA. Also I think the campus
should have another coffee shop
which would be open late at night
fior students who want a break;
from studying but can't take the
time to go into town."
Clarke had a word of sympathy
for the Frosh girls. >
"Their weekday curfews should 1
be extended to 1 a.m. because the.
present - midnight curfew does_not allow time for coffee aftera late show."Other problems, he thought,'were the lack of social and ath-.
letic activities, of gym equip-"
ment, of general facilities.
Editorial Note: Since this in-
terview was conducted it has been.discovered that Dave Clarke re-
signed from his position for fi-
nancial reasons.
Anybody in there? How about it?
photo by Wilson
Photo by MoxTey
Senator Paul Martin addressed WLU Liberal Club.
Martin says senate needs functional reform
Paul Martin, Senate house
leader, in a discussion with
students and faculty in IEI
Monday said the Senate should
take over some of the functions
of parliament.
jln a short address, he said,
"The Senate is not a perfect
body but its worth is understated
and misunderstood. We should
not be critical of the Senate but
of the institution of parliament
itself. The whole system must be
made more functional." ,
Martin said the government
Spends so much time implement-
ing and executing that there is
little time for debate between
the government and the public.
He would have the Senate "usurp
some of the functions of parlia-
ment so that this debate can
be carried on."
Martin said the Senate has all
the plenary powers of a private
member of the House of Com-
mons. However, he said the Se-
nate must not exert its plenary
powers. "The House of Com-
mons is an elected body and is
more direct representative of
the people. It is a question of the
Senate using its powers more
actively."
Senator Martin was all for re-
form of the Senate by the Se-
nate. But he said, "it's the
House of Commons that needs
reform. What is at issue is not
the Senate but Parliament and
the parliamentary system which
must be made more functional."
Senator Martin, however did
not want to disband the parlia-
mentary system. It is "the best
way for a free people to give ex-
pression to aspirations and views
of a free people."
Martin said the Senate, as a
body appointed, not elected
members, is better able to gua-
rantee regional and minority in-
terests. But he would reform the
Senate's lack of time for debate.
Loan officer says some students must quit
Mr. J. Johnson, Student Loans
joffieer at WLU, said, "I expect
some students will have to quit
because of a lack of Student
loans or insufficient funds."
A total number of 1500 appli-
cations were processed at WLU
tor an output of over $1,500,000.
'The majority of people feel they
are not receiving enough money,"
be said.
"The present regulations work
to the advantage of the low class
family," Johnson explained. He
said "the system is good to those
•who would normally not get here
•— maybe about 10 per cent."
Johnson explained there would
be no reductions in student loans
but the regulations and the audi-
ting will be greatly tightened.
"In Quebec," he said, "the audit-
ing system reduced the loans giv-
en out by about one third."
"The smart thing for the stu-
dent with insufficient funds is
to work for a year then come
to university as an independent
student," he said. "This would
place the student in a better eco-
nomic position to enter univer-
sity."
Johnson said, whole idea
of giving money away in our so-
ciety is so unusual, it is making
social welfare out of the univer-
sity. _t is based om the assump-
tion that people are 100 per cent
honest and truthful."
One of the dangers is that the
banks are now having trouble col-
lecting money off the already
graduated students. Banks may
soon drop the system of student
loans since it costs so much to
collect money from students who
have gone to Europe or other
foreign places to evade payment.
"Next year," he said, "loans
through enforced auditing and
stricter regulations would make it
harder for students who don't
deserve the money to get loans."
Sex-crazed drunks attack women's residence
"We want sex" was the cry,
as hundreds of disgruntled
drunks milled around Women's
Residence on the night of Oct.
31. The girls cheered them on,
the cops watched and the SIS
were on hand to see the yearly
rites of the god, Baachus.
After the winners of the drink-
it-down contest had been elimin-
ated by the bring-it-back-up con-
test, the grand finale of the
Watunga telHt-as-you-see-it con-
test was held. The winner of
this contest (arrested for ob-
scenity last year), was invited to
take part in the international
version of the contest which will
be held in Togoland this year.
Some of the shorter members
of the crew, not to be left out,
managed to find a ladder, which
was conveniently kept hidden for
such emergencies. Then they set
out in quest of low windows or
tall girls or whatever entered
their, nimble minds at that early
hour.
The hard-core, commando unit
of the melee then sprang into
action. Their eyes shining with
visions of sugar plums and other
non entities, they raced up
against the building and estab-
lished an all time record by
smashing five window screens
while their admiring kindred
looked on. The previous record
of four was set in 1911 when a
member of an Australian fungo
team went beserk and attacked
his reflection in the clubhouse
windows.
The commando unit returned
to the mob and led it in the tra-
ditional snake dance of victory
back to the cellars of East Hall.
Here they were comforted by
the head resident and tucked in
for a solid night's sleep.
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WARNING:
Campus Thieves Operating Early This Year
Books, Tape Recorder, Brief Cases, Wallets
have been reported stolen. For your own pro-
tection guard your possessions. Keep crime
down, keep an eye on your belongings!
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE
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The new teach-in idea
The Students for a Democratic University on campus
this week proposed a teach-in with a twist. Instead of
inviting to the campus people we have never heard of,
they have suggested the professors be used as the major
source.
One of the biggest boosts to this proposal was Dr.
Peters who offered to get classes cancelled for the time
of the teach-in. He said at the meeting that for some-
thing like_this he would do what he could to accom-
modate it.
This is one of the better proposals to come out of
any group on campus. If it were done properly, the
event could make teach-ins interesting and enjoyable.
As we saw it, the event 'would happen over a week-
end beginning on a Friday. The students would still go
to their regular classes but instead of listening to the
same dogma, the professors would initiate some form
of discussion. This would let each faction, the professor
arid the student, have some meaningful dialogue. Each
professor would have the prerogative of not participat-
ing and continuing his class.
_
All this is fine except for one or two things. First,
teach-ins in the past, especially the one recently held
at U of T, have been collossal flops because of the lec-
ture atmosphere. The resource people have given lec-
tures on their topic formally and any discussion has
been carried out in a highly structured atmosphere.
Any teach-in here should be as unstructured as pos-
sible. Resource people should be allowed, if they want,
to teach on what they really think are the important
issues. But there should be complete freedom to digress
and expand on or off topic.
Secondly, the teach-in should be a continuing thing.
There should not be a complete stop to the teach-in
after it first happens. There is no purpose to a teach-in
if after it has happened people are not given a chance
to further debate in the future. 'The supplement to the education of everyone on
campus would far outstrip any lecture a professor
might give on the future or the past. The teach-in would
be about the present, affecting the future.
Serious thought should be given to a continuing series
of teach-ins held in a free and meaningful atmosphere.
One student, one vote
Students Council is not acting in the progressive
fashion they have claimed to in the past.
An alternate proposal was suggested for the opera-
tion of student government by giving each student one
vote on Council. Council is denying that such a system
deserves any thought. They refuse to try the new pro-
cedure for even a limited period of time.
We think that since this basic form of democracy is
viable in this university situation it should be at least
tried. Council says no.
By saying no, Council is setting itself up as the judge
of the responsibility of students. They are in effect say-
ing that students are not responsible enough to make
use of this right properly. Their argument is that small
interest groups on campus will pack the Council meet-
ings and destroy what Council is trying to do. We think
that this would not happen because students as a whole
are_ knowledgable enough to counteract any secular
move by small groups.
As Council was refusing democracy to the students;
Bill Ballard was not acting with the responsibility his
position demands. He said he would resign if the experi-
ment were to be tried. We see no reason for such an
irresponsible act by a person he says is "the most power-
ful student on campus."
The idea should be at least tried. We admit it is
drastically different and almost entirely untried. In an-
cient Greece their situation was not so different as ours
is now. We are small and compact.
If students are not given responsibility of action, then
they are not getting the .education they deserve. By at
least giving them the opportunity to be responsible,
participation in council will do what the philosophy and
system of education have denied the student.
With the view of the wider consequences of a demo-
cracy giving one vote to one student, Council should try
the experiment.
forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things.
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon-
day afternoon.
Wrestlers need
more people
Dear Editor:
Freshmen get involved! Become
a varsity athlete. You can wear
one of the coveted Lettermen's
jackets!
Although wrestling is listed as
a minor sport, that's only because
we have a biased athletic depart-
ment that is ignorant of this fan-
tastic sport.
Our varsity wrestling team has
been working out at the K-W
YMCA under the auspices of
coach Kurt Boese. Coach Boese
has been, a member of Canadian
Olympic Pan-Am, and British
Commonwealth teams for many
years. He was one of two Cana-
dians sent to the pre-olympics
to test the atmospheric conditions
in Mexico for wrestling.
Manager Willie Watson says
the boys are getting in good
shape, but a few weight classes
are still empty. Among good pros-
pects are OIAA champions Ron-
nie Liscombe, and little George
Gould. Big things are also ex-
pected from big Bob Willis and
Allan McAdam.
Another pleasant surprise in
Watson's eyes is returning stu-
dent Rick Bryant, who was OIAA
champ two years ago.
But the team cannot stand pat,
it needs you! Anyone interested
please leave your name in the
athletic office.
Remember rasslin' started with
the Greeks and Romans. You 100
can be a greek god or a Caesar,
at least in your own mind! Act
now!
BARRY NIEL.
Curlers reply
Dear Editor:
In reply to an article of last
week's Cord (Nov. 1, 1968) in
which Coach Knight was quoted
as saying: "It is the sports like
curling which take four men and
$300. and go to Toronto that
gives minor "sports a bad name."
To anyone who pays any at-
tention to our fair football coach
and his rantings, the above state-
ment is false, erroneous, full of
shit and the speaker knoweth not
of what he speaketh. If tuffy
had done his homework (heaven
forbid) he would have known that
the sum in question was disper-
sed among things other than that
stated. It might be mentioned
here, that the curling team did
win the Canadian championship
last year tuffy. Did your glorious
football team? The curling team
had no coaching whatsoever but
then I wouldn't say the football
team did either. (We don't feel
neglected).
Now tuffy, the next time you
remember the $300 that was given
to the curling club as the sum
total of its grants last year, try
to remember the sum (we know
it's unmentionable) that you spent
on training camp, transportation,
equipment, supposed coaching
fees, etc. etc. And produced . . .
(what did you call it Mr. Knight?).
Until next week's Cord,
BILL HAWKES,
Honours Economics 3.
P.S. If you'd like to enhance your
laughable figure Mr. Clean, stop
nit picking and try curling. It's
the greatest.
Womens hijinx
Dear Editor:'
It's about the guys on campus
who have not as yet, (even after
thirteen years of schooling and
lessons on public conduct from
their mommies and daddies),
mastered the difficult task of
keeping their pants up.
We are referring, of course, to
that group of "gentlemen" who
parade around in front of wom-
en's residence windows with their
pants •■down around their knees.
It's about time they started act-
ing their age instead of their
shoe size.
Yours truly,
D WING.
No calendar
Dear Cord:
I wish to register a protest to
the effect that there was no
events calendar printed in the last
issue of the Cord. On behalf of
all those who need such a thing
to put up on their bulletin
boards, might I assume that such
a thing will be printed in the
next edition.
PETE DUCHESNE,
Arts 2.
Spencer Davis
disturbs quiet
Dear Editor:
Our weekend campus crawled
into its' somnolent shell about 4
o'clock on Friday, Nov. 1. The
following evening Spencer Davis
and his group invaded that pri-
vacy for a few hours. It proved
fortunate that the 'campus quiet'
could be disturbed by such a
mind-bending display. One would
have to agree with SUBOG that
this dance (we'll await the Sup-
remes) was probably the highlight
of our social season.
The group that attended was
large and groovin'. The group
provided those present with the
best show on campus since BillBallard vehemently protected the
student treasury spending at the
last council meeting.
One low part of the evening
was reached when that local un-
disc-jockey appeared on stage.
His witticisms were unheard, his
oranges unwanted, the solo per-
formance unwarranted and his ap-
pearance following this group un-
real.
Still —A very enjoyable evening of
incredible psychedelic vibrations.
The music ceased, the crowd
vacated, Spencer Davis moved on
and early Sunday morning the
somnolent campus returned to its
former weekend peace, echoing
only to the musical footballs of
the 'kampus kops.' -
Don McNEIL,
Arts HI.
Cretins at
football game
Dear Students:
Has the time come when foot-
ball games can only be-attended
by students? Must parents, wives,
friends and alumni remain at
home because student don't know
how to control themselves? We
hope not!
This may and probably does
seem a bit ridiculous to most
who are reading this letter; but,
it is the situation we face. Many
players, the coaches and the ad-
ministration have received com-
plaints following each home
game, regarding the language
and in some cases personal abuse
received from students. Many par-
ents, alumni,, and friends of the
university are disturbed with
these occurences and some have
refused to return to future games.
On behalf of the football team
we would like to voice our ap-
preciation for your support, we
want if, we need it. But we must
agree that there is a-great differ-ence between football enthusiasmand the irresponsible actions ofsome students at the .games.We want enthusiasm on Satur-
day, but certainly we need a lit-
tle consideration and respect for
others as well.
JOHN KRUSPE
MIKE MeMAHON
Campus closed
MADRID (CUPI) — The Uni-
versity of Madrid was occupied
Monday (Nov. 4) by hundreds of
police called on campus by the
school adimiindstration to prevent
further student violence.
The university has been plagu-
ed with student unrest over uni-
versity expulsion of two law stu-
dent leaders. About 30 craips en-
tered the" school of law and tore
down posters denouncing "re-
pressio" "repression" by admini-
stration officials.
Outside the school, two bus-
loads of policemen, 10 police cars
and two armoured water tanks
with jet hoses stood ready to
quell any outbreak.
Last week, students ransacked
the dean of law's office and burn-
ed portraits of General Franco.
CORD STAFF FOR THIS WEEK
?am,m„^c <?.arber' Stew "the souper" Craig, Dave "fingers" Gland-field, Whistling Bill Smith, Jim "Max Coxwell" Moxley, Bob Willson,(he s got contacts), Jim "the Midnight Photog" Wilson, Jake "thetraveller Arnold, Shane Belknap (he's Cathy's brother), sporty JerryMacLaughhn, Don Baxter (he's so refined he's pure), Kyra Kristen-sen G.AA., George Haggar, Dave "the interviewer" Fairfield, Inga
Moreland (she's on layout), Dorri "finity" Murdoch, Pat Box, Laariethe Movie-goer" Valentine, "happy" Anne Welwood, Paul "thejoker Matteson (or is it his brother?), Your friendly local morti-
cian John Weafer, a certain B.S. from down the street, and our
ex officio odd job man Bill Duff.
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| Funeral services were I1 held Tuesday, Nov. 5 for I
I William Maher, a Hamilton 1
I resident and student at |
I WLU. The service was con- |:
I ducted at St. John the Bap- 1
I tiist Church in Hamilton.
Mr. Maher was the victim i1 of an auto accident Friday, 1
1 Nov. 1.
He was 19 years old and I
I a second year General Sci- |1 ence student.
i ii
Spencer Davis on Beatles
Much is known of Spencer
Davis the singer, guitarist, and
piano player. But what of Spen-
cer Davis the man. Early Sunday
morning in an interview with
him, we talked little of music
but much of people and life in
general.
Born in Swansea South Wales,
Spencer holds a Bachelor of
Arts Degree in German. He con-
sidered furthering his scholastic
career at McMaster University,
but chose music as his serious
profession. When asked if he
had any regrets, he simply ans-
wers with a wry smile "none."
Since he has experienced the
same sort of educational pro-
cess as we at WLU, I was inter-
ested in hearing his views upon
this touchy subject. He believes
that education as it is now is a
"process of unlearning rather
than learning". As he said, "It
is nothing more than people try-
ing to put you down. This has
been going on for two thousand
years, but pop music in its own
way is breaking through these
barriers set by our society."
Concerned and involved with
people he said, "I lose my pat-
ience with those who close their
minds to new things. Society is
in a constant state of flux and
people should be willing to
grow with others. I hate those
who label any change immoral."
He also explained his thoughts
on people as individuals: "You
must let people know of your
existence,, but at the same time
you must not set yourself up as
a tin god. You must listen to
others constructive suggestions
and be prepared to climb down."
Spencer Davis the musician
and performer simply wants to
entertain and give something to
his audience. He is not trying
to "screw" them. He likes people
and trys to genuinely project
himself not only in his music
but in his everyday life.
As a sidelight, in talking to
Ray Fenwick, lead guitarist for
the Spencer Davis Group, I
learned something of the Beat-
le's new album. Again they are
taking a fresh and original ap-
proach to pop music. It seems
that psychedelia is not present
in any form on the album. In-
stead simple tunes and lyrics
have replaced the complicated
songs of Sargeant Pepper. Per-
sonally Fenwick prefers this. He
believes that music is "what its
all about". To him strobe and
light shows are unreal.
As a guitarist, there are many
commendable qualities in his
style. A confirmed Claptonite,
Fenwick uses the combination of
fuzz and blues guitar to full
advantage. Instrumentally, he is
an adequate replacement for
Stevie Windwood.
Carolers await arrival of Great Pumpkin. photo by Samm
What have you eaten lately?
"I've eaten here for five years
and this is the first year that
the food has really been bad."
This was. the comiment of Al
O'Neil, a graduate student, not
even bothering to go over to the
dining hall to eat his meals. The
student complained of stomach
cramps which he attributed dir-
ectly to the food being served
and the generally unhealthy
standards which the dining hall
supports.
"Instead I prefer to make my
own meals in residence," he said,
"■at least this way the food is
nutritious and tastes like its sup-
posed to." He said that the major-
ity of the utensils appeared ei-
ther to be unwashed or not wash-
ed adequately. "You have to
check through at least 7 or 8
glasses before you find a clean
one," he said.
He wondered why frozen food
such as peas were invariably mix-
ed with fresh food. "It appears
to be a handy way of getting
rid of left-overs."
Patti O'Neil complained that
she often found hairs in her food
plus a variety of other objects.
She said she had found pennies
in the jello and in one instance
flound a note in one of the buns.
The note said the bun had been
received two weeks before she
got it.
One occupant of graduate resi-
dence complained he had found a
beetle in bis salad. His room-
mate confirmed this and said al-
though he had not found any in-
sects in his food he did get a glass
of milk which had a brownish-
black residue on the bottom. He
also added, "the knives and forks
are hardly ever clean."
After checking into the residue
ion the bottom of the glasses, it
'was discovered that it was the
result of glasses which had ei-
ther not been washed or had not
been checked before being put
into service.
Tom Bannister remarked, "the
food seemed to get worse about
last February and has not been
any better since." He said that
a large proportion of the food
was either served raw or too cold
to eat. "You can't distinguish one
meal from another," he said. "Not
by taste anyways."
He said, "its strange that the
progression of meals seems to
be steak, then hamburgs, then
Shepherds Pie, then slop on a
bun." "They must have a vault
full of those tea steaks or ham-
burgs," one girl added.
Gary Vamps said his main com-
plaint was the meals lacked vari-
ety. "You get hamburgs every
day or every second day. The
glasses are always, dirty with
ashes, and the soup has too many
hairs in it to bother eating. The
cafeteria serves a lot of starchy
foods which are filling, but hard-
ly nutritious. When they do de-
cide to give you a good meal such
as steak it is usually tougher
than leather."
Peter Duchesne vcomplained of
watery vegetables, the large
amount of grease Used on such
foods as bacon and the fact that
the plates were usually dirty. "I
have also suffered from Hpset
stomachs since I started eating
in the dining hall."
Of the twenty or so interview-
ed, none thought that the food
was good. On the whole they real-
ized the problems of cooking in a
large cafeteria, but felt that the
methods of sanitation could at
least be improved.
PoliSci reps
Students will now have repre-
sentatives on the Political Sci-
ence department. Faculty mem-
bers have agreed to have six stu-
dent representatives on the de-
partment.
Dr. Aun, chairman of the Poli-
tics Department, invited John
Varley, 4bh year student, Roy
McQuaid, 3rd year student and
Ed Aunger, 2nd year student, to
a department meeting to meet
the members of the department.
There will be a meeting next
Thursday at 10 in 2E5 to elect
student representatives.
Friday, November 8, 1968
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_-=RECORDS=
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE
George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831
Entries For The
literary Magazine
CHIAROSCURO
MAY BE LEFT
in the
CHIAROSCURO SUBOG
MAILBOX
E>©©o©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
I MILANO STRIPESr 1o ao »o Glenayr S
o .» gg
| DOUBLE-KNIT I
© / & i lfiH& uvvtrti cno, CJ
/i 1 ;j% SKIRTS, |
By t fltt oLIIVIo g
g a
B Fashion loves the Italian look, and you will too, aB with this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull- %g over in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich, §g exciting new colours, and the clever touch is §
g the accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting g
q shade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair- a
o dos. Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit aB skirt or tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match gg the new Fall colours. At good shops every- Sg where! a
& PURE VIRGIN WOOL «
g Without thislabel fc •s£(,; itunotagenutoelO-TTEN. g| g
CAMPUS SOUND-OFF
Are your stomach and the dining-hall food compatible?
As a result,
I'm on a crash diet.
Runs a pretty close
second to apartment food.
Sure, you don't know
when it's bad.
Do you want an
unbiased answer?
It all depends on whether
the little things in the eggs
are doing it or not.
What food?
The only reason I eat
this food is so I'll have• enough energyfor the cut.
Shane Belknap
Dorri Murdoch
Whose is?
The milk shakes here
are great even if you have
to make them yourself.
Martha
Nettleton
Arts II y
Inta
Malejs
Hon. Arts I
Ross
Vickers
Arts II
Nip
Scott
Hon. Arts II
Trevor
Booth
Pol. IV
Mike
Parker
Bus. II
Bob
Richards
Hon. Bus. II
Edie
Gomille
Arts II
Don
"the Soothsayer"
) Cole
Sci. 11l
Diefenbaker addresses graduates at fall Convocation
Former Prime Minister John
G. Diefenbaker called the Bac-
calaureat Service held on campus
Sunday morning "a very touching
ceremony in every way." In an
exclusive interview Sunday, Mr.
Diefenbaker said "Everything at
the service showed a wonderful
spirit of cooperation and was a
tribute to the leadership of Dr
Peters."
He also said,."ln a few years
WLU has become- one of the
leading institutions of learning
in our country. Students should
look ahead, he said, "to what
may be their future in the Can-
ada to which they give their de-
votion."
He quoted John Milton's defin-
ition of education as "that which
fits individuals to perform justly,
magnanamously, and skillfully inprivate and public life, in peaceand in war."
Referring several times to thepast. Diefenbaker said, "No in-dividual who forgets the past canever achieve the destiny that is
available to him and which should
be attained."
He talked of freedom: "Wehave that freedom to lead our
own life, circumscribed only bythe fact that we may not dowrong, but we may always bewrong." ... and of progress: "Ibelieve heretical ideas of today
could become the cornerstone of
tomorrow's philosophy." . . . and
of education: "Canada is going
to fall behind, unless we improve
our facilities for research. I ad-
vocate a national council on edu-
cation to be cooperative between
the Federal and Provincial Gov-
ernments."
In his address to the gradu-
ates, he concluded by saying,
"We've given you an opportunity
for a future. My hope is that you
will contribute to the building of
that Canada that you love and
I love."
Mr. Diefenbaker was going to
the West that night and would
speak to the participants of the
"Miles for Millions March" held
in Calgary that day.
At the Fall Convocation of Wa-
terloo Lutheran University, hon-
orary degrees of Doctor of Laws
(honoris causa) were awarded to
John George Diefenbaker, Walter
Albert Thompson, and George
Johann Klein. Walter Thompson
is a professor of Business Admin-
istration at University of West-
ern Ontario, and a consultant for*
leading Canadian corporations.
George Klein is well known
for his research in aerodynamics.
He designed the atomic reactorat Chalk River and is a member
of the British Empire.
Diefenbaker was awarded honorary Doctor of Laws degree at Fall Convocation.
photo by Attkins
Students call election a hoax
NEW YORK (CUPI) — Stu-
dents all over the United States
Tuesday (Nov. 5) protested the
American election, an election
they called a hoax and fraud.
Demonstrations and protests of
one sort or another were held
in New York, Boston, Washing-
ton, Ann Arbor, Newark, Colum-
bus (Ohio), Waterville (Maine),
Claremont (Calif.), and Dcs
Moines (Iowa).
The protests were sponsored
by the student for a democratic
society and the national mobil-
ization committee to end the war.
Some 72 people were arrested
in New York, as 1,000 students
marched through the streets, car-
rying NLF flags and led by a
man wearing army fatigues and
a pig mask.
Over .100 persons were taken
into custody in Washington as
police broke up a demonstration
in Lafayette Square, just across
the street from the White House.
Pickets carried signs bearing the
portraits of the three major
candidates that asked "Are you
kidding us?"
It was larger in Boston where
2,000 people hit the streets to
protest the election. Six were ar-
rested.
Police busted a Newark pro-
test and injured at least ten
persons as they clubbed their
way through a crowd of 500
members of SD SXXX SDS from
Rutgers and Princeton. Some 30
members of the Black Panther
Party were in the crowd as well.
Both New York and Newark
protestors ran into violent re-
action from the Young Americans
tor Freedom, a rightist group.
At the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor, over 100 studentsoccupied an administration build-
ing for the afternoon.
Students at Ohio State Univer-
sity in Columbus, Ohio, paraded
an empty coffin which they used
to symbolize the death of Ameri-
can politics. They burned cam-
paign posters and nominated a
pig for president.
Pigs figured in most of the
demonstrations yesterday. Yip-
pies attempted to nominate apig for president in Chicago last
August but police busted the an-
imal.
In Waterville, Maine, democra-
tic vice-presidential nominee Ed-
mund Muskie oast his ballot
amid the rhythmic chant: "Free
elections, free election," the jeerscame from a group of 175 stu-
dents.
About 50 black student union-
ists from Claremont Men's Col-
lege in Claremont, California,
staged a sit-in on city streets to
protest the "farcial" election.
Traffic was detoured around
them.
In Dcs Moines, 175 SDS mem-
bers paraded to the state legis-
lature and held a peaceful 90-
-minute rally.
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Cinema Scope
by Valentine
The creator and director of "Juliet of the Spirits," Frederico
Fellini, has this to say about his film: "It is the story of the strug-
gle taken up by a woman against certain monsters in herself,
which are certain psychic components in her, deformed by educa-
tional taboos, moral conventions, false idealisms. All this is told
hot in terms of psychology but in terms of fable. The film finds
its true justification on the level of imagination."
The woman, Juliet, is a devoted middle-aged wife of a prosperous
public relations man. They live near Rome at a seaside villa. She
suspects his infidelity and, goaded on by her sister, hires a detec-
tive agency. She rationalizes this action by saying because she
does not know her husband she does not know herself. When the
detective agency confirms her fears, Juliet goes to the home of
the mistress, but she is not there; instead she speaks; to her on
the telephone. The mistress is unembarrassed and unconcerned.
Even the husband is nonchalent about her knowledge. The film
ends with the husband leaving on the pretense of a health trip
and the wife finding a self-realization that is candidly aware of
the past and present, if not the future.
The film has no real plot and this is Fellini's intention as he
states it here: "Movies have'now gone past the phase of prose nar-
rative and are coming nearer and nearer to poetry. I am trying
to free my work from certain constrictions — constrictions of astory with a beginning, a development, an ending. It should be
more like a poem, with metre and cadence."
' The distinctive metre and cadence of "Juliet of the Spirits" arethe intrusions into the occult world of spirits and the dreams andrecollections of Juliet. It is here we find Fellini's monsters of "edu-
cational taboos, moral conventions and false idealisms."
The texture of the film is like a fable. Except for a very few
characters, most of the cast is made up of very odd, very grotesque
persons. Their costuming and make-up have the kaleidoscope col-
ouring and flamboyance of the circus. Many characters are stereo-
types such as the grey-beraed, wizened prophet of Doom who warns,
"I am Lord of Justice."
Juliet found at a seance that she could conjure up spirits. She
can not make them go away and they continue to haunt and fright-
en her. The spirits urge Juliet to seek out sexual pleasure; a view
that is echoed by a mystic she visits. An opportunity to comply
with the spirits' wishes comes to Juliet at her neighbours villa.
Inside this sensual haunt is the fantastical and the bizarre. Juliet,
though does not yield to its temptations.
Childhood visions are yoked in Juliet — symbolic of her enslave-
ment by the institutions of education, the church and the family.
Particularly vivid is the memory of her portrayal of a martyred
saint that was burned alive. She played this part when she \yas a
child at a convent school and in a sense she is still playing that part.
The spirits and the visions are inextricably linked. When Juliet
comes to a self-realization, she is able to denounce her visions of
the past and the spirits are compelled to shrink away.
Even though Finelli has cast even the smallest parts perfectly,
Guiletta Masina (Fellini's wife) does not quite fit in the part of
Juliet. All the strange exotic imagery often tends to overwhelm
her. Even when she meets the most bizarre of characters, she
seems unaffected. Her personality does not seem disposed to the
adventures in fantasy attributed to Juliet nor does she seem capable
of the struggles within her. The conclusion is that we are seeing
the manifestations of Fellini's imagination which do not respect
the character of Juliet.
Fellini wanted to be rid of the trappings of prose narrative,
the conventional approach to the film and move into the phase
of poetry. Just as there can be many answers to the question,
"What was the nature of the reality of a poem?" so we can ask
of this film: "What was the reality of Juliet's experiences?" and
not be able to narrow down the answers to one totally satisfying
explanation. /
Pelletier urges civilian draft
MONTREAL (CUP) — Secre-
tary of State Gerard Pelletier, in
perhaps a glimpse of what is to
come from his department, yes-
terday praised what he said were
student proposals for a 12 month
academic year and conscription
of youth to work for a year in
civil service.
> Speaking to the Montreal Cham-
bre dc Commerce, Pelletier evok-
ed everything from the generation
gap to we-were-once-20-too in a
comdemnation of the older gen-
eration which refuses "to face the
world wide dispute" in which they
are the central issue.
"Just because young people are
suggesting a world which seems
absurd to us," he said, "we react
most often with complete negati-
vity. What is more serious is that
we react by trying to impose on
them our conception of the world
and our ideas on life."-
Pelletier cautioned against a
government youth program that
might function as a "ploy" to
force youths into statusquo posi-
tions. Rather the policy must
"help" young people "give ex-
pression to their ideas."
He called the short school year
a "relic" of a middle class world
and an agricultural society where
students had to help in the sum-
mer harvest.
He proposed instead a 12-
-month academic year, but did not
mention free post-secondary edu-
cation to make up for lost sum-
mer earnings.
The year of service would en-
able students "to work with their
hands and with their brains to
build their country . .-. so they
can play their part in creating a
more just society.''
The economic consequences of
the two programs, of course, "are
unknown because no one has
studied them in detail yet."
"Frustration and unrest among
young people," he concluded,
"will persist as long as they have
not found, with our help, the ways
in which they can increase their
participation in society and the
visions of the future which make
a new world possible."
Spoons strike
a sour note
WOLVERHAMPTON, Eng.
(Reuters) — Fred Pike's musi-
cal spoons were a great success
at a club here, but he ran intp
trouble when he started tapping
out his beat on the heads of his
audience.
One member of the audience
was an off-duty policeman and
he was not amused when tapped
on the head.
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ARTS and SCIENCE
Final Year Students
Students interested in investigating prospects of profes-
sional training in public accounting, leading to qualifi-
cation as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are invited to
discuss career opportunities.
Clarkson. Gordon representatives will be on campus
NOVEMBER 22nd
Interview appointments may be made through
the office of the Student Placement Office.
If this time is inconvenient, please contact
us directly. Phone 744-1171.
Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor
Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary. ~■ Edmonton Vancouver Victoria
Mcdonald, cuRRiE & co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Representatives from our Firm will be on campus Monday, No-
vember 18, 1968 to interview students for positions available in of-
fices of our Firm throughout Canada.
These positions are available for the graduates in the Faculties of
Commerce, Arts and Science, Engineering and Law.
Further information and arrangements for interviews are available
through the Placement office.
If this date is not suitable, please call us directly
MR. D. A. BUEHLOW — 743-6369
11l 1How I
i do youW
I S6G
yourself7
I What kind of person are you?Are you a doer, a thinker, a prober, an innovator, a leader, a fol-lower, a doubter, a starter,.a go-getter, a work-horse, a hot shot...
HI How do you see yourself? ||
Stelco is not only interested in your scholastic discipline, but also in M
your ability to learn, to think, to apply. We'd like to hear from you. !$
jgg: We think we have something to offer. ■ ■'■ j||
Why not contact us directly or through your Placement Officer. M
THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
EsSs Management Development Department ■ ■ fig*
Wilcox Street, Hamilton; Ontario HI S
New functions
In the words of John Dewey: "any scheme for voca-
tional education which takes its point of departure
from the industrial regime which now exists is likely
to assume and perpetuate its weakness, and thus to
become an instrument in accomplishing the feudal
dogma of social predetermination/
Report presented by the U.N.-
E.F. to the European conference
of students in Zurich, Jan. 5, 1967.
Because oj its scope and gener-
al character, this report surpasses
the national framework. It should
be conceived not as the result of
any precise theoretical work, but
as the broad outlines of a gen-
eral reflection, the only aim of
wliich is to stimulate discussion
among the student organizations
of these countries. In this re-
spect, it is schematic and simpli-
fies the points about which thor-
ough special studies should be
undertaken.
We have deliberately chosen
to limit ourselves to the subject
suggested and we ivill only raise
in passing those questions which
are of course closely linked to
democratization, reform and uni-
versity government, etc.
We will reason on the basis
of the French situation whose
special characteristics are suffi-
ciently important to prevent lias-
ty generalizations. The French
university is largely nationalized,
Stale-controlled and centralized.
One of the major aspects of the
changes going on in all European
university systems — the growingrole played by the State to the
detriment of private administra-
tions and powers — is thereforemanifested very differently and
less visibly.
The characteristics of the sub-
ject we are dealing with do not
suffice to stress the essential:
the astonishing similarity of di-
verse European university syS'
terns with regard to the pheno-
menon ivhich fundamentally af-
fects them: the cltange in func-
tions of the university.
1. THE UNIVERSITY AND ITS
TRADITIONAL FUNCTIONS.
a) We understand by the uni-
versity higher education only, al-
though we are perfectly aware
that the problem of the function
of higher education is only one
part of the more general problem
of the function of teaching and
education in a given society.
By higher education — follow-ing in this matter an analysis
made by the great majority of
NUSes — we understand all ofeducation after 18 years of age
(taking into account the fact that
we think that school attendance
should be obligatory until the age
of 18, and that it is a question
actually of all post-obligatory
education). This definition in-
cludes therefore higher so-called
"university" 1and higher "non-uni-
versity"' education (for example
Belgium, Great Britain, Switzer-
land, France, etc.).
More than aims and
objectives
b) By function of the univer-
sity we understand the place oc-
cupied by the university and the
role it is led to play — as asocial reality — in society as av/hole. It is therefore a broader
concept than that of aim or ob-
jective of the university, for it
introduces consequences which
are even those not explicitly de-
sired - - of the existence of theuniversity in society.
c) Whenone speaks of vocation
of function of the university, it
is customary — in spite of the
very considerable differences in
vocabulary from country of coun-
try — to distinguish three whichincorporate all the others and
which seem to take into account
all the roles played by the uni-
versity society:
■— the dissemination of culture,of knowledge acquired, of gen-
eral education a', a higher level,
etc. We will call this role the cul-
tural function of the university
in the strict sense.— scientific research in thebroad sense and the contribution
to the progress of knowledge: we
will call this the function of re-
search.
— the formation of cadres, thepreparation of a certain generally
highly specialized skill: engineers,
doctors, etc. We will call this the
industrial function of the univer-
sity.
These three functions in differ-
ing degrees and in different pro-
portions seem to be. those
led by all European universities.
We will take up this distinction
again at the beginning of our
treatise, although it opposes func-
tions at very heterogeneous lev-
els, which, therefore, to a large
extent intersect each other (thus
the preparation of a profession
does not imply the dissemination
of knowledge ... ).
It is not our aim actually to
draw up a formal category of
functions of the university.
Our report will be divided into
two parts:— in the first, we will formu-late three observations on the re-
spective place of the three func-
tions,— in the second, we will exa-mine several of the most import-
ant consequences of these three
basic observations.
Finally, we envisage what in
our opinion is the ultimate func-
tion assumed by the university
system in all European countries,
showing in this way the hypro-
erisy which exists in the formula-
tion of the three classical func-
tions.
11. THE UNIVERSITY OF TODAY
1. Alteration of Priorities
During recent years, a great
charge has come about: the alter-
ation of classical priorities. The
principal dominant function in the
university of yesterday was what
we called the cultural function.
Its hegemony today tends to be
replaced by that of the third
function, the industrial function.
The three functions are continu-
The motto of all old institutions is "don't rock
the boat." A distinguished Englishman once said
that in educational reform the time is never
ripe until it is rotten.
ing but the most important is no
longer the same and this has im-
mense consequences for the struc-
tures, functioning and content of
education which we will not exa-
mine here. This alteration of func-
tions does not emerge suddenly
at the same moment in all coun-
tries. It is a complex process
which in Western Europe began
in about 1956 and which in France
will be actually terminated es-
sentially in 1970 or 1975.
Two causes for
changes
the activities of education on the
one hand and a large part of re-
search on the other are indica-
tion of the growing difficulty
that the university is having in
assuming its second classical
functions.
Difficulties inassuming
its classical function
The four principal causes of
this difficulty which we will only
enumerate are, we believe:— the broadening of the fieldof known application of discov-
eries and progress in the speed
of transforming inventions and
innovations;— a growing inadaptation ofuniversity structures to team, ap-
plied and costly research;— the desire of private indus-try to control the sources of pro-
fit constituted by results of re-
search. The private appropriation
of profits passes through private
appropriation (or exclusive con-
trol) of a large share of scientific,
medical and even cultural re-
search.— the fourth cause and oftenthe most cited, should be recalled:
the overloading of teachers; real
and rejected mutation of their
real function in a mass university
scarcely permit them to continue
their own research or to effective-
ly direct that of their pupils.
3. Ideological Function
Beyond the different distortions
of the three classical functions,
the first characteristic of the
university today is perhaps the
regularity of its involvement both
in the technical and social divi-
sion of labour. Determining the
function of the university basi-
cally means determining its task
in the division of labour within
society.
What do we mean by that?
The technical divisionof labour
defines the elements of a system
in a way" which only establishes
the technical necessities, taking
into consideration the state of the
productive structure and techno-
logical knowledge.
The social division of labour,
on the contrary, returns to the
forms of the division of labour
determined by the mode of gen-
era] organization of society and
by the political and social choice
which is made at the basis of it.
What are the causes of this
change? We see two of them:
a) the economic development
effective for many decades in
Western Europe and particularly
during the last 20 years requires,
in order to continue, a growing
technical qualification and a great
many engineers, technicians and
cadres of all sorts. This qualifica-
tion was not previously acquired
at the university. A few famous
schools trained elite engineers,
but the mass of specialists who
were much fewer thantoday were
trained on the job. Technical
and scientific development is ob-
liging medium and highly ad-
vanced specialists in the economy
to acquire theoretical and special-
ized knowledge: they can get this
only at the university. Little by
little the university, in welcom-
ing these future specialists, has
become transformed. The place'of
humanist predilections, specula-
tion and rhetoric, of free know-
ledge, etc. ... it has been promot-
-ed to the rank of professional
training school, and the trans-
formation of its mission strangely
recalls, after 80 years, that of
primary education in France in
the 1880s — 1890s. It was at thattime that people became aware of
the major. contribution to the eco-
nomic activity of widespread pri-
mary education and it was under
the pressure of economic officials
and leaders — as well as the hu-manists of those days — that pri-mary education was made obliga-
tory. This having been done, the
idea was accepted that education
could no longer be only the intel-
lectual toy of curious minds, but
an indispensable tool in the pro-
gress of society and production.
To some extent, the university
of 1970 is the primary school of
1880.
b) Another cause of the present
predominance of the industrial
function over the cultural func-
tion is the change of nature
which affects many professions
and the increase of new techni-
cal professions unknown until
now (economists, sociologists, ad-
ministrative staff, etc. ..) and
created directly on the basis of
university education, following a
logic of development which the
university organization in each
country has profoundly influen-
ced.
2. Research
The second broad observation
we can make in examining the
evolution of the three classical
functions is the following: there
has been a development and
"fragmentation" of the function
of research. By "fragmentation"
we understand the dispersal of
many sectors of research toward
the periphery or beyond the con-
fines of the university. In many
cases, the private industries
have in recent years developed
their centers of pure research;
they often make contacts with
the university laboratories which
due to this are progressively
evading any activity oriented to-
wards the university.
Independent research struc-
tures have been created outside
the university and, in France, the
CNRS is completely cut off from
them. We are. obviously not
speaking of the atomic and space
research which is under military
or para-military control in al-
most all countries. This progres-
sively applied rupture between
Technical and social
division of labour
The importance of this theo-
retical distinction between the
role of the university in the
technical division of labour and
the role in the social division of
labour is being imposed on the
UNEF at the same time as the
idea that these two roles are con-
cretely manifested in an insolu-
ble manner. The only use of the
three classical functions to ana-
lyse the role of the university
hides, actually, a great many ba-
sic phenomena and would lead
us to a "technicist" or "econo-
mist" analysis, insufficient for
comprehending the university
situation. This is unfortunately a
perspective that one finds fre-
quently, particularly in teaching
milieu and which is most of the
time adopted for them by the gov-
ernments. Why does this "techni-
cist" conception of the functions
of the university so easily main-
tain its credibility? Because what
we could call the ideological
function of the university is not
expressed — in daily reality —in an autonomous manner, but is
exercised through three other
functions that we have previous-
ly defined. Purely ideological
education — in the universitiesof Western Europe, in any case— have only a very small or re-stricted place ("social science"
courses in the French higher
schools and faculties of law, or
religious courses in the Catholic
universities, for example) and
these seem to the superficial ob-
server very secondary in compari-
son to the totally of university
activity. ?
But if we thine further, to the
very heart of tie training that
seems to be dominated by one
of the three functions defined
earlier, we can sic the expression
of the ideologica. function of the
university*^,..:.
Ideological function
of the university
— The specialists trained by
the university are not just any
specialists; they do not acquire
little by little just any system of
thinking. An attempt is made to
inculcate in them a precise pro-
perty which has only a very dis-
tant relationship to their techni-
cal training, ever though this
be totally isolaP^d.— the "high culture" which thftuniversity dispeises is not just
any culture. I tlink it is not ne-
cessary here to reformulate the
confusion that ]>seudo-"universal
culture" constitutes.— research, is* its part, onlyobeys material aws over which
we have no pow;r. Many charac-
teristics of the jniversity reveal
this function o! an ideological
nature which w< will define far-
ther on.-Fqr example:
— the cult of individualism, the
encouragement >f a competitive
spirit among students;
the liberalism or the techni-
cism of official y taught values
derive from well-defined ideolo-
gical systems. Ifthis respect, the
French university has been spoil-
ed. It was with n it that one of
the most gigantic intellectual
swindles of modern times has ta-
ken place; the secular ideology
which has claimed and still claims
to be "socially reutral and politi-
cally objective;'— in another ;ield, the barriersof all sorts, wliich prevent the
children of worlers and peasants
from reaching the university.
We cannot spend any more time
on showing theexistence of this
fourth, ideological function, but
we will try farther on to define it.
111. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF
THIS EVOLUTION
1. Economic an J social conflicts
enter the university:
Due to the fart of the growing
pre-eminence cf its industrial
function, tradit onal "university
autonomy" is beng reduced (even
in France, where it was more lim-
ited by the Nap>leonic system of
state centralization). The differen-
ces — oi-sathcr;witagonisms — inthe professional future of the
various categories of students are
helping — niort than in the past
—to divide then. Thus, students
of medicine, haze two contradic-
tory pat-uJK_6_fcthem, medicine,
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or wage-paid, traditional liberal
medicine, Similarly, students who
are future technicians or future
elite engineers, etc. . . . Contrary
to a situation which was primar-
ily a post-war one, the great ma-
jority of French students are to-
day future wage-earners. We con-
sider that these various facts do
not any longer permit the uni-
versity to be that ivory tower, a
distainful analyst of economic
and social conflicts. On the con-
trary, it is becoming both a field
and a stake in these conflicts.
2. Electtcism gives way to
technicism:
The "humanities" are dying
along with the society in which
they were necessarily the gage
of notoriety and prestige. But
dead culture does not withdraw
only to the benefit of a narrowly
specialized education, a field par-
ticularly fertile for the develop-
ment of a technicist ideology.
The reign of the honest, superfi-
cial brilliant dabbler in every-
thing has given way to that of
the idiot who is competent in his
small domaine. The many pro-
fessors who complain over what
they falsely call "the drop in the
level of students" only express —in their way — this indubitableevolution.
3. A principal role of higher
education should be selection
This role, in former times as-
sumed by primary then secondary
education, tends more and more
to become functionally assumed
by higher education. In France,
secondary education still remains
the central instrument of selec-
tion, but the reforms going on
are intended to institutionalize
the growing role of higher educa-
tion in the selection process. If,
as is legislatively envisaged, ob-
ligatory school attendance is
raised to 16 years, (it is 14 now
in France), we can then except
a new aggravation several years
hence. This function of selection
is radically changing the face of
the university and encompasses
the fact that it is no longer its
task to give the largest possible
number of people a cultural ven-
eer, but on the contrary, of piti-
lessly selecting the best servants
of tomorrow. Exams are becom-
ing dc facto competitions.
System acquires
abhorrent dimensions
In France in recent years, the
system had even acquired abhor-
rent dimensions: Three fourths of
the students of Letters or the
sciences do not obtain their de-
grees, since there are barrier
exams before obtaining their dip-
lomas. Concern about profitabil-
ity is obliging the government to
try today to remedy this, but it
is doubtful that it is actually
managing since this function of
selection is inherent in the mod-
ern universities that we know of
and in the model universities our
governments intend to promo'
Aggravation of
selection
The preceding evaluation
should be corrected by a fourth
evolution taking place at the
same time. The aggravation of
selection in no way means actu-
ally that the number of students
or diplomas will drop. On thecon-
trary, the raising of the level of
higher school attendance is~ con-
tinuing. Moreover, we note an im-
portant modification which is
tending to transform the tradi-
tional barriers which prevented
the children of the popular strata
from acceding to the university.
Henceforth, and more and more,
everything is happening as if,
obliged to accept the sons of the
people (the growth in the number
of students is necessarily accom-
panied by a relative democrati-
zation of their social recruitment),
they are being placed in certain
disciplines. Thus studies leading
to higher technical or medium-
level professions are today being
taken up much more by working-
class students than studies of
medicine, for example. This dis-
equilibrium becomes increasingly
aggravated each year. It was for-
merly the custom to analyze the
structure of education by "floors,"
in order to show the segregation
of which certain social classes
were victim. Today the division
of many university branches into
"halls" reflects in its turn the
division into classes of society.
The mechanisms which bring
about this result are many and
complex and are manifested in
primary education.
Deluxe workshop
to factory
We will cite a final consequence
which it seems to us appropriate
to express. The decade just past
saw the progressive constitution
in Western Europe and student
forces striving for demands which
were created at the same time
as the situation they were con-
testing. The students — in accord-ance with their number — are to-day even a social force whose ex-
pression and preoccupation are
less and less similar to those of
our forebearers.
This change of function of the
university implies a change of
function and organization in the
national unions. And for better
or worse, this is what has been
Can the community of scholars that was once
thought to be an indispensable condition for the
advancement of learning co-exist with intense
specialization in an era of science and tech-
nology?
happening for the last ten years
in Western Europe as well as in
North America and/or Japan.
Whatever the differences in na-
tional traditions which have pro-
duced very diverse structures of
association, the development of
the unions is similar and is orient-
ed by the same obligation; the
new condition confronting the
students and the university. Our
political choices remain largely
contradictory but in all unions
a central problem is posed which
can be shown by a general ana-
logy; Since the university is pass-
ing from the stage of deluxe work-
shop to the stage of factory, the
student organizations should
switch over to the stage of mu-
tual assistance organizations for
the unions.
CONCLUSION
tion: the same isolation of the
student milieu from the rest of
population, the same rupture be-
tween intellectual and manual
work, the same development of
competitive relations among stu-
dents. We recall, in this connec-
tion, a debate which took place
between the delegates from UNEF
and those from Yugoslavia and
Hungary at the Ostende seminar
in April 1966. We reproached
them for their positions favour-
able to individual material incen-
tives closely related to the de-
gree of success obtained in the
exams.
Unified model
I. Our examples have been bor-
rowed from the French situation.
The conclusion can be applied,
however, adequately to all of Wes-
ternEurope. The recent initiatives
taken by certain German politici-
ans and professors, the Robbins
report in England and the Lab-
hart report in Switzerland, the
laws of university expansion in
Belgium certainly do not reveal
traces of the French Fouchet
Plan but they do express the
same tendency establishing the
same desire. Under the effect of
similar pressures, the three uni-
versity models existing in Europe
(English, German and French) are
progressively evolving towards a
unified and different model.
The industrial function
in socialist countries
11. We would be templed to ap-
ply certain remarks to the uni-
versity systems in force in the
socialist countries. For doctrinal
reasons, the socialist countries
have long recognized and develop-
ed the industrial function of the
university to the detriment of its
purely cultural function. It is on
this principle that the structures
of higher education in the Soviet
Union notably have been remod-
elled. For this reason the univer-
sity achievements of certain so-
cialist countries are sometimes
cited by the French governmental
authorities in support of their
own projects. It is true that
basically the ideology dissemin-
ated by the universities of the
socialist countries is different
from that taught in the West and
this is enough to prohibit all ef-
forts toward applying one model
to another. One is no less struck
by the striking similarity of the
university conditions of students
of the East and the West. Both
maintain the same type of rela-
tions with the university inslitu-
University's secret
function to conserve
the social system
111. These similarities help us
to understand that — in differentforms — the answer to the ques-tion "Is the university's function
to conserve or to transform?" is
actually the same everywhere.
We have there the answer to
the problem we asked ourselves
earlier: What is the ideological
function which we called, for lack
of a better term, the fourth func-
tion of the university? That of
conserving the social system un-
der which it operates, that of not
promoting a critical attitude vis-a-
vis society (even if these systems
and their ideologies are as dif-
ferent as those of the Soviet
Union, Great Britain and France).
The university is fulfilling its
conservative function by secret-
ing, disseminating and maintain-
ing the ruling ideology.
The university can
be transformed
IV. Is this a phenomenon inher-
ent in the university system it-
self? We don't think so. We think
that the universitycan be a trans-
former. Without dwelling on what
came out of another discussion,
we should say nevertheless thai
this presupposes both an appren-
ticeship to a polyvalence which
facilitates and imposes the ad-
vancement of professional life,
and an apprenticeship of criti-
cism.
A methodological, epislemalogi-
cal and practical education should
replace memorized dogmatism
and a repetative mechanism. New
relations between the university
and the economy, the students
and the workers, and theory and
practice should be found. Learn
to learn, learn to adopt initiative
and criticism. These slogans indi-
cate that one could very well
formulate the aim of student syn-
dicalism as a radical change in
Ihc function of the university and
as the building of a critical uni-
versity.
What is considered in education is hardly ever
the young man or young woman, but almost
always, in some form, the maintenance of the
existing order — Bertrand Russell.
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Kulture korner
By Don Baxtor
This past week, a cheque for
one hundred eighty dollars was
presented to the Nigeria-Biafra
Relief Fund by the Conservative
Club. They did not walk the soles
off their shoes to get it — they
organized and sponsored a Bene-
fit Concert.
While 'Amateur Night at WLU'
conjured up visions far from ex-
citing, the concert itself proved
a great success with talent glean-
ed from the student body.
With Dave Kemp as M.C. the
concert opened with the WLU
choir directed by Prof. Kemp.
French Canadian folksongs were
featured and presented with the
sophist'ocation the choir is re-
nown for, as well as the vitality
the arrangements demanded.
However, one of the high
points of the evening followed
with the football teams' version
of "We are Waterlooans" — trulya stirring performance, (emotion-
ally if not vocally). Unfortunate-
ly their reputed determination
underwent somewhat of a strain
just as they tackled the glori-
ous line "We shall not be mov-
ed." At that point, the risers
they were standing on collapsed.
Among the many folk artists
which followed were Gib and
Fran whose best number "The
Cruel War," showed great sensi-
tivity. Another artist, introduced
only as 'WLU's Gord Lightfo'Ot,'
did a great job of Gord's Cana-
dian Railroad Trilogy.
Benjy also was great, contrast-
ing the sentiment of "If I were
a Carpenter," to the rauncft of
his version of Animal Husbandry,
(the bit about the horny rooster).
The only instrumentalist of the
evening was Bob Morrow, for-
mer leader of the P.C. Club and
well known pianist and vocalist
of P & G fame. His performance
of selections from one of Brahms
Piano Concertos was extremely
well done, while the second num-
ber, an arrangement of "What
now, my love," displayed his ver-
satility in handling lighter mu-
sic.
Mike Rol p ft proved to be
WLU's Frank Fontaine, (Vocal-
ly), crooning "The Sweetheart
Tree" with the ease of Crosby.
Some say crooning is passe, but
when it comes out this good, it
is well worth hearing.
For the finale, Walt Gibbons
gave one of his ''sual highly en-
ergetic performances. He has the
unusual ability to stir up excite-
ment in the coldest audience,
though this one was far from
challenging. As is his custom, he
chose songs of widely varing
styles, from "Granada" to "Down
by the River Side." There is
no need to comment further on
his performance, the fact that
he was called back for three en-
cores speaks for itself.
All in all, the concert proved
better than I had prepared my-
self for — and I thought I wasbeing optimistic then. Let's hope
other fractions, political or other-
wise will draw talent from the
student body should they wish
to sponsor similar events. The
talent is there. Congratulations
to Dave Kemp, Danny Haugbn
and the P.C. Club for their suc-
cessful venture.
I The Girls
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Quebec students
reject proposal
MONTREAL (CUP) — Auto-ges
tion (self-determination) has be-
come the major issue at L'Ecole
dcs Beaux Arts, a city fine arts
schools occupied for over four
weeks.
The students run their own
classes, plan their curriculum
and administer the physical de-
tails of the building. They cook
and sell 40 cent meals in the cafe-
teria, and have reconverted class-
rooms into seminar areas and
bedrooms.
Wednesday (Oct. 30), teachers
at the school asked the students
to give up the occupation and
join a tripartite group to admini-
ster, the school. The body woulc?
have equal numbers of teachers,
students and business administra-
tors.
The statement issued by the
teachers says in part: "The occu-
pation leadership excludes from
its deciding body some parties
which are indespensible to any
proper administrative or pedago-
gical action."
There is little indication how-
ever, that the students will re-
linquish their hold on the school.
Leaders, who originally called for
the occupation in support of the
CEGEP disturbances, say they
must solve their own problems
in the only possible way — selfdetermination.
The school has been hit with
three student strikes in the past
four years.
Commission wants university info public
OTTAWA (CUP) — After along, rambling, often bitter ses-
sion on the nature of the uni-
versity, the inaccuracy of the
media and unfair treatment of
administrators by student news-
papers, an AUCC commission on
public information recommended
opening all information "regard-
ing the university and its activi-
ties."
The motion came almost as an
afterthought in the last three
minutes of a three hour session.
It read in full: "The AUCC re-
commends as a matter of general
policy that all information re-
garding the university and its
activities be regarded as public
information unless specifically
decided otherwise." There was no
discussion on the motion.
The resolution, which passed
without opposition, goes to a
resolution committee Wednes-
day night (Nov. 6) and then to
plenary on Thursday. It is almost
verbatim the same resolution con-
tained in a McGill University
committee report.
The session was made up pri-
marily of public relations per-
sonnel and senior administrators
or Canadian universities. They
heard presentations from Lib
Spry., an associate secretary of
the Canadian Union of Students,
and from various students there
as observers.
Discussion rambled all over the
current arena of student-admini-
stration dispute, touching on sec-
ret information, open decision-
making, student radicalism and
the various media.
Nothing of major import arose.
Apparently, the most fruitful dis-
cussion for the administrators
was an hour long discussion on
how to get good press and how
to set up contracts. The admini-
strators seemed worried by what
they called inaccuracies and mis-
handling of them by the media.
Universities
stay intact
OTTAWA (CUP) — The Uni-versity is under siege by the pub-
lic, student activists and reform-
ers, and the faculty — but it will
probably emerge with walls in-
tact.
Dr. Paul Lacoste, executive
vice-rector of L'Universite Dc
Montreal and Dr. D. Carleton Wil-
liams, administration president at
the University of Western Ontar-
io, both reached this conclusion
in theme speeches to the Associ-
ation of Universities and Colleges
of Canada annual meeting Wed-
nesday.
Neither man sees the battle as
no contest, however.
Lacoste warned that "gaining
time" was the goal of most uni-
versity reform to date and con-
cluded, "we will not arrive at a
rational solution by buying
peace."
Williams saw two major
threats: student extremists
"whose diagnosis of the univer-
sity's ills is dire and whose pre-
scription is fatal" and govern-
ment intervention which will,end
the university's autonomy.
Lacoste mentioned the push to
change the university to an agent
of social change, but said the
public would not support univer-
sities which were "laboratories
of protest."
Continual change of the univer-
sity aims and structure was out-
lined by both speakers. They con-
cluded, however, that with pro-
per communication and leader-
ship coming from "experience"
the change could occur smoothly.
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No Big Thing
by John Kuti
The revolution is happening. Where? Do you know?
Around you? Individually? In education? In politics?
It's two places: two institutions with power. Educa-
tion and religion.
After 100 years of the anarchy of existentialism,
value is being born that has only had a brief flicker
in all history. Black power, student power, this power,
that power, flower power are all moves toward justice,
humanity, love, if you will. If it is to happen suddenly
it will require more martyrs than the church ever knew,
more martyrs than the French and Russian rebellions
could have possibly dreamed. If there is to be as little
blood as possible there is only to concede to them this
world for the next twenty years in business and what-
ever and focus on education join it as everything from
administrative to teacher. Cut off the supply of the
soulless machine and humanity will begin. Teach child;
ren the tone of freedom and love and humanity will
begin where the individual can live at last.
Take care of the pennies etc. Want a prediction?
They'll try it the first way. It doesn't take as many
people or the character of the ability the second re-
quires. Want another prediction? The left will lose, and
will whimper in its existential emptiness until the new
movement takes hold. What new movement? The hip-
pies are the heralds. Religion will happen outside the
formal church that destroyed love when Peter took his
first collection.
We will fight for justice like the Jews we are and
when we lose again to the right wing Philistines the
opting-out will increase. Maybe we'll come to see that
love is the only justice. In spite of the Church the. ethic
of love is rising. The last Christian didn't die on the
cross but you can count on your hands the number that
are over thirty" and you could put in a classroom the
number alive on this earth.
What the world needs now is love sweet love.
That's the only thing.'
That's the revolution and unlike rebellion, revolutions
change people's values.
It's happening. The revolution from Justice to Love
will take 2000 years or so. And all the rebellions will
be moving that way whether they're; clouded in politics
or not.
01' Griswell would predict you another thing but the
Jews didn't believe it happened the first time. Why
should you be any different? No I'm not antisemitic. In
fact all of my best friends are Jews.
See what one salvation army convention has done to
me. It's got me prophesying already. I listened for a
bit in the TA and it reminded me of„something that was
written about the class lunatic in high school, to wit,
the salvation army is here to say what it does not know.
But at least their main assumption isn't holding syndi-
cates. Enough with this crystal ball gazing and clever
one-liners. Next week's column will probably be Prop-
hesy for fun and profit so hold your breath and I'll be
able to get a good head count on who reads this weekly
type juggling.
Simon Fraser votes to stay in CUS
BURNABY (CUP) — The Cana-
dian Union of Students won an
important victory Tuesday (Nov.
5) when the students of Simon
Fraser University voted 1,123-685
to" stay in the union.
The policies of Martin Loney,
CUS president-elect and past pre-
sident of Simon Fraser Student
Council, and his activist executive
of this summer seemed doomed
to failure following the SFU fall
election of a moderate slate to
council.
Loney was elated by the re-
sults and said: "This should turn
the tide for CUS." He also claim-
ed as a result of his recent tour
of the West, "It's very likely the
University of Alberta will vote
to join CUS by the end of the
year."
Because of Loney's position
with CUS all eyes turned to SFU
to see if students there had plac-
ed the moderates in office as a
reaction to student power at that
campus or as the prelude t« re-
jecting CUS policy and member-
ship.
Rob Walsh, Council President,
was disappointed with the results
of the vote. He and his moderate
council voted 7-3 last week to pull
out of CUS because it was a
waste of money and didn't repre-
sent the majority of students in
Canada. But their bonstituents
didn't agree.
Jim. Harding, former activist
Vice-President, said: "Moderates
need the mass media to scare new
students. When they haven't got
it, students can translate their
self interests into votes."
Percy Smith, Executive Secre-
tary of the Canadian Association
of University Teachers, gave
strong support to the union in his
address to the SFU Students
Council last week. He said: "I
view the partial disintegration of
CUS as nothing short of disaster."
While students at SFU earlier
voted to oust student power can-
didates, they appear to be re-
versing their decision.
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RIORDAN'S
SKI SHOW
SPECTACULAR
COME ONE AND ALL TO THE FIRST WINTER
SKI SHOW IN THE TWIN CITIES
Wed. Nov. 13th 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
AT THE
HOLIDAY INN
SEE FASHIONS: SKI EQUIPMENT: MOVIES
yvflN A FREE TRIP TO MONTREAL
"SKI THE FABULOUS LAURENTIANS"
ii\J\fl Courtesy of Air Canada
* 1 Pr. 1968 Hart Skis "Camaro" value 195.00* 1 Pr. 1968 Kneissl Fiberglass Red Stars . value 180.00it 1 Pr. 1968Reiker Buckle Boots value 100.00
* 3 Pr. 1968 Gastein Racer Skis value 150.00it 2 Pr. After Ski Boots by Greb . value 70.00
it 1 Set 4 Pes. Travel Luggage value 70.00
it 1 Ski and Slack Outfit by Pedigree .... value 70.00
it 1 Grand Prix Nevada Safety Binding ... value 50.00
Also . . . Tookes . . . Hats . . . Turtle Necks, etc.
a Over $1,000.00 worth of FREE PRIZES to be given away !!
A" tne above items will be given away during this show — you have only to\V attend to be eligible.
it The Complete Line Up of Skis - Boots - Safety Releases"FOR THE BEGINNER TO THE EXPERT"
it FASHION SHOW -- featuring the fabulous Pedigree skioutfits for men and women.
it Expert advice on any skiing problems from our ski
specialists and our ski experts —
Dave Jacobs-- Vern Anderson - Bob Gilmour -- Hans Wieland — These men areformer Olympic ski coaches - skiers - Nancy Green's coach - and Canadian skiteam head coach.
DON'T MISS ITU SEE YOU THERE
HOLIDAY INN - Wed. 13th Nov. 7 p.m. ■ II p.m.
ADMISSION $1.00 PER PERSON
Riordan Sporting Goods
YOUR SKI SPECIALISTS
King and Scott Sts., Kitchener — Phone 743-4369
UNIVERSITY BILLIARDS LTD. I"WHERE SPORTSMEN CONVENE" LADIES WELCOME
' Corner of University and King Street hot lunches available Open 8 a.m. to Midnight
Intellectuals of all countries unite!
by George Haggar
The only humanly redeeming
feature of contemporary Western
society is the revolutionary up-
heavals that have taken place and
are likely to occur in the fore-
seeable future. These manifesta-
tions speak of inner contradic-
tions in the socio-economic sys-
tem whose most vulnerable facet
at the moment is the educational
system — a system which in the
coming decades will probably be
the decisive battleground of the
social wars to be waged between
the industrial-commercial mag-
nates and their human victims.
Moreover, what is unsettling and
disturbing from the point of view
of "liberal" society is that the re-
volts of students and young work-
ers are being led by the children
of the affluent, who are, by and
large, academically brilliant, vo-
cationally well-trained, socially
and emotionally well-adjusted in
their nominal settings, but lack-
ing in self-determination in their
schools and factories, and in pro-
ductive social interaction in gen-
eral. This verity alone highlights,
if nothing else, the spiritual emp-
tiness of capitalism and demon-
strates its inability to respond to
human aspirations beyond the
cash nexus. In brief, capitalism
has given the rebels at Renault,
the Sorbonne and Columbia
homes without parents, schools
without intellectuals, societies
without communities, shops, offi-
ces and factories without people.
The party of man is a party that
celebrates the human spirit, as-
serts its authenticity, reverences
its dignity. It is a party that de-
precates the cult of efficiency,
repudiates the malignant fetishes
of managerial society, spurns the
rhetoric of liberalism and embra-
ces the deed of the social revolu-
tionary. It is a Promethean party
for the emanicipation of man, re-
leasing him from the shackles of
the past and developing his man-
hood. It is the party of affirma-
tion!
The party of Caliban is an all-
embracing, all-pervasive party. It
is the party of strength, wealth
and power. It is the party of the
privileged who consider that
everyone owes them allegiance
and ought to pay homage to their
gods and idols. It is the party of
callous calculators to whom hum-
an brain and brawn, coal and
electricity, are mere sources of
energy to be harnessed in the con-
quest of man and nature. It is the
party which employs the editors,
professors, priests, lawyers and
other symbol manipulators. To
justify its misdeeds and defend
its spoliations of society, it uses
political brokers to ensure the
prevalence of "liberty" and the
dominance of "virtue". The media
are its free and "objective" out-
let. The airways are its mono-
poly, the Gods are its servants,
the Heavens are its sporting
grounds. It is a party whose illu-
sions are law, whose wishes are
morality, whose fiats are science.
It is the negation of man!
If we are to put the party of
Caliban in historical perspective,
we must remember that its genes-
is may be located in the fetus of
the human heritage. Its modern
dilemma, however, is that it is
schizoid: it has created a techno-
logy and a technologist mental-
ity that has subjugated man in-
stead of liberating him; it has
enthroned the invisible hand of
the entrepreneur and deposed
the omnipotent hand of God; it
has transmuted the catapult into
the solid-fueled rocket but has
retained a theological-metaphysi-
cal-political outlook; it has ex-
propriated the fruits of nature
and the genius of man for the
benefit of Western European and
North American oligarchs while
proclaiming liberty, equality and
fraternity for all men. It has sail-
ed the oceans, discovered every
river and is reaching for the
stars; but it has failed to discover
man. Its victories were the by-
products of reason and revolution— values which have now beenrejected and whose exponents
are labeled cranks, dupes and re-
bels. The party of Caliban has
divorced reason from reasoning
and assigned it the abject role
of marketing, packaging' and de-
termining what human frailties
and foibles Caliban can exploit.
It has smashed the confined, cir-
cumscribed but integrated medie-
val man and replaced him by the
compartmentalized, fragmented
atom of our era. The party of
Caliban has substituted consump-
tion for human production, seem-
ingness for essence, the ape for
man! At present, however, the
harmonious cosmos of Caliban is
under attack, and the party's re-
flexive response has shown its
moral bankruptcy and the uncer-
tainty of its certitude. It can no
longer rely on psychic violence
alone. It has had to supplement
it with physical repression and
has dispatched vigilante liberal
totalitarians to smash the temple
of liberty. In this dehumanizing
enterprise, its love of tyranny
and passion for ritual have been
exposed, particularly in its pro-
nouncements with reference to
opposition and critical groups. It
has a simple answer to all ques-
tions: force and violence which
are as proudly professed as law
and order.
This myopia and public appro-
bation have enabled the moralists
of the prevailing order to diag-
nose the malaise as psycholo-
gists, and they, consequently,
have set out to locate its source
in the "permissiveness" of "lib-
eral" society and its espousal of
"freedom." On the latter point,
they are in part right but for the
wrong reasons; on the former,
they are absolutely mistaken, be-
cause bourgeois society, while
proclaiming itself free, lives by
the laws of servility. The dilem-
ma for capitalism, however, is
that its science discovered the
gap between the declared stance
and the actual practice, between
the word and the deed, a discov-
ery of which the youth of today
are aware. They are saying no to
sham dignity. Convinced that
their parents, teachers, profes-
sors and other "professionals"
who make the system work are
frauds, the youngsters forming
this "mobster minority" are re-
solved to overturn Leviathan, lest
they too become victims of that
frightening apparatus. It is evi-
dent then that the radical move-
ment of students has nothing to
do with permissiveness, but with
alienation — the essential prere-
quisite for understanding reality.
It must also be understood that
alienation is the product of this
"permissiveness" which is, in fact,
compulsion, compression, condes-
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STUDENTS! SAVE 107°
ON EVERY PURCHASE
__V nm—d\it\i* 9r ___. o__* _———&—t.._—WW. J _fS_j Mbhkkßcj—r_% -MM—,, __Q_R_H_v t!Bj_—c
Jk on every diamond we sell. $400.00 jfe
I§llb.v Wa,ters Credit
FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 742-4488, 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
-——~————————————————i—___—
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Final Year Students
Students interested in investigating prospects of profes-
sional training in public accounting, leading to qualifi-cation as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are invited to
discuss career opportunities.
Clarkson. Gordon representatives will be on campus
NOVEMBER 22nd
Interview appointments may be made through
™e °™®f of the Student Placement Office.If wus time is inconvenient, please contactus directly. Phone 744-1171.
Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Knfn nt -uJohn T Quel>ec Montreal OttawaSrttrt,,,, Kitchener London WindsorPort Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina CalgaryEdmonton Vancouver Victoria
cension. Although parents of the
liberal persuasion thought that
they had reared their children in
freedom, they had, on the con-
trary, raised them in accordance
with their own image of reality,
an image which was a visionless
vision in which the offspring was
brought up as a replica of the
sterile, the inauthentic, the hypo-
crite. Thus, the contemporary re-
volt is not an escape from free-
dom but from authoritarianism,
masked as freedom. It is a plea
for liberty, a demand to end
slavery, a rebellion to rediscover
community. Therefore, the young
workers and students of today
are the harbingers of the coming
world, not the world of their
elders but the world of the fu-
ture — the world they will fash-
ion to actualize the greatness of
man by incorporating the human
achievement of the past without
adopting its glacial crusts. It is a
movement whose aim is the deifi-
cation of man, the enthronement
of the human spirit, the glorifica-
tion of spontaneity. These funda-
mental differences between the
two antagonists — Man versusCaliban — make the conflict ir-reconcilable. It is a conflict of
conscience as the spring of hu-
man action and compassion, and
its concrctization in societal liv-
ing, on the one hand, and on
the other hand, of greed and
pride with their requisite psy-
chology of acquisitiveness. In the
contours of this contest, the party
of man does not reject the know-
ledge and wisdom of the past; it
merely rejects the idols, a moral-
ity and scientism of bureaucra-
tic, monopoly capitalism which
forced "capitalists" to lead a life
without love, without passion,
without poetry. It is not that
these latter-day saints have no
passion. They do. Their passion
is for drugs, escape, rationaliza-
tion — standards by which Cali-
ban society declares its oppon-
ents to be rebels, cranks, psycho-
logical misfits. The rebels, un-
doubtedly, plead guilty to these
charges since, by their standards,
they are the party of human re-
demption, salvation, rescue.
If Luddism is not the leitmotif
of the movement whose aims are
not to expunge the technological
accomplishments, but rather to
repudiate its concomitant capi-
talist morality, how has such
"morality" been maintained and
can it be overcome? The univer-
sity, its administrators, teachers
and students, as a society in mic-
rocosm, provide us with the an-
swer. Although literature abounds
on this subject, very little is note-
worthy except for Farber's arti-
cle The Student as Nigger. This
article is of value because it
underscores the spiritual enslave-
ment of the student and the pre-
parations he undergoes to gradu-
ate to Caliban society. Its popu-
larity stems from its provocative
bourgeois appeal to sex and the
personalization of the "social
question." In this latter aspect,
the analysis proffered does not
undermine but helps the existing
system to perpetuate itself, by
treating a socio-economic question
as psychological — which in partit is — and thereby weakening,
if not destroying, the revolution-
ary potential of some students.
In this sense, Farber has unwit-
tingly become the accomplice of
liberal reformers who understand
alienation and know how to cope
with it as an individual and temp-
orary phenomenon, rather than a
permanent feature of capitalist
society. This failure, on the part
of Farber, to grasp the "social
question" has enabled him to ab-
stract the student from his social
context and depict him as a slave,
when the student is, in fact, a
relative libertine, an overfed
adolescent, a social parasite. His
characterization of the university
as an Auschwitz is not only inac-
curate but false and is, therefore,
inimical to, if not diversionary of,
the argument that the university
is an essential "plant" in the poli-
tical economy of bourgeois socie-
ty. The university, as every ob-
server should know, performs the
social function of reproducing the
required clerks for the mainten-
ance of the prevailing industrial
and commercial systems. These
giant corporations dominate North
America society and stamp it with
an appropriate life-style that en-
hances the well-being and expan-
sion of capitalism. Thus, the stu-
dent is to be regarded as an ap-
prentice-clerk in a training-shop
whose character has been deter-
mined by the demands of the so-
cial system in which he is trained
to operate. What is appalling,
however, is that neither student
or teacher has a clear perception
of this transactional reality, and
the teacher, as chief clerk, is the
more deluded party. The illusions
of this sacrosanct deity are le-
gion. He thinks of himself as a
professor when he has nothing to
profess, as a scholar when he re-
mains silent on the great issues
of the age, as an intellectual
when he publishes a notice in an
obscure "academic" journal on
a Foundation - approved topic.
Nevertheless, his true function is
ape-training, the inculcation of
slave morality and wage-slavery
by methods deemed desirable by
his superiors. In other words, the
professor is no more than the
seller of a commodity in a super-
market or a shopping centre.
However, because of his ability to
articulate and elaborate his posi-
tion by retiring behind a psychic
proscenium arch, he sets himself
apart from other merchandisers
who rely on other techniques to
market their goods. Moreover, be-
cause of his servile mentality and
impoverished socio-economic con-
ditions — which ensure his con-tinued slavery — he is highly de-pendent person who, in order to
survive and acquire prestige and
power, must become more and
more subservient to his chairman,
dean, president, and the robber-
barons who run the university. To
advance his socially-induced
goals, he plays the game accord-
ing to established "scholarly"
canons of esoteric-exoteric rela-
tions. He must also know the
politics of his university and pan-
der to the whims of "senior"
colleagues who decide who are
the scholars and reward them ac-
cordingly. He must be in contact
with the "right people" elsewhere
to move upward to the prestigi-
ous universities. He must enter-
tain the students, respect the so-
cial and political mores of the
status quo and express any aes-
thetic criticism of the system in
the least offensive language and
in a tone replete with deference
to the ruling gods and their les-
ser disciples. Therefore, the clas-
sification of the Professor as
Kitchen-Nigger is the most apt
portrayal of his status, mentality,
role and obsequious manners. Be-
cause of the unilaterality of rela-
tions in university life — which
is typical of all social intercourse
under capitalism — the professor
is not a free, autonomous, self-
determining agent, but a myrmi-
don who lives by his tongue,
shares the table with his master,
nods cheerfully to his orders and
carried out decres without ex-
pressed reservations. Such is the
life of the chatterboxes, puppets
and social eunuchs of the univer-
sities! The tragedy of the profes-
sor is that, in spite of his "learn-
ing" and trained "intelligence,"
lie is not conscious of his im-
prisonment. Indeed, it is no exa-
geration to contend that most
professors enjoy theirslavery and
adore their jailers. Therefore, a
major task of the student radi-
cals and intellectuals outside the
system is to catch the young pro-
fessors before they "sell out"
completely and become "adjust-
ed" to the comforts of the "re-
public of knowledge" and the
feminine manners of aristocractic
elites of academe. As for the re-
mainder of the clerks, the most
radicals can do is demystify,
demythologize and unmask their
complicity, their acquiescence,
their fraudulence, their inhuman-
ity, their treason! Hence, in the
coming struggle, the supreme
target should be the professor,
not only because he is system-
oriented, but also because he
holds a strategic position as medi-
ator between the proprietors of
the system and its prospective
victims. If this pivotal link in the
chain of slavery is roiled up, the
entire system will be in a state
of disarray and confusion, and
the radicals will be aided in this
battle of defoliation by the anti-
Intellectual environment produced
by the system itself. Thus, it be-
comes necessary to know how the
professor evolves from the status
of an apprentice clerk to that of
chief clerk — a process that con-
sists of kneading and moulding
him as a robot to fulfil the func-
tions assigned to such "hands."
Professors are wont of conceal-
ing the travails they undergo in
order to attain their Delphic posi-
tions. They fear a disclosure
which would expose their meager
resources of intelligence, indepen-
dence and individualism as a
cultural elite and their morality
as a "pack of professionals." How-
ever, it is incumbent upon us to
point out that merit plays a minor
role in the admission to universi-
ties and graduate schools, in the
awarding of scholarships and ap-
pointments of faculty. Moreover,
secrecy is facilitated because most
professors come from the upper
strata of society, share its beliefs,
mores and values and look upon
education as a communications
medium to perpetuate and en-
hance what is. They, as a class,
accept society, respect hierarchy
and cherish all the intoxicating
illusions of king and country. In
brief, they are the moral bureau-
crats of the established political
economy who burn incense and
chant hymns for their kin. They
are not the arbiters, but the serv-
ants of society; they are not the
interpreters of the good and the
sublime, but the priests who em-
body that mystery. They are not
the critics, but the fawning
scribes; not the guerrillas of the
new age, but the gorillas of the
old. They are a civil soldiery
guarding the acropolis of capital-
ism. As clerks who administer
the cultural apparatus, the pro-
fessors are an exclusive tribe
which replenishes its ranks by
co-option. They cannot and are
incapable of transcending their
social milieu. Therefore, the in-
tellectual who, by his choice, car-
ries the burden of mankind can-
not be in the university as serv-
ant, and he will not be allowed
to remain there if he entered the
"island of democracy" to restruc-
ture it. The intellectual is man,
citizen, lover. The professorial
clerk is an intellectual minion, a
voter, a sex escapist. He is for
what is. He lives for others, com-
plies with their will, submits to
their commands. He is an admini-
strator working for a wage, he
lives for it and abides by its re-
quirements. He is available for
sale to any department in the
economy that demands his servi-
ces. He is a commodity to be had
by the highest bidder. He is Cali-
ban par excellence! The intellect-
ual is the vehicle of reason, the
instrument of the revolution, the
messenger of the human spirit.
He is for what ought to be; he is
for himself and for all men. He
is a MAN! He knows that the oc-
topus-like system of capitalism
cannot be overcome by persua-
sion, but only by a frontal as-
sault. Therefore, to him, the act
of negation in our age is the
greatest act of affirmation, and
the arena for it is the university— the centre of indoctrination,de-humanization, debauchery.
Intellectuals of all countries,
unite! You must reconstruct
world history!
(Continued from page 12)
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You must reconstruct world history!
WM A TO Z RENTAL CENTER
S~J 184 Weber Street Northjfe~ Waterloo, Ontario
Eg Phone: 578-3870
[AY STARTS WEDNESDAY
%& Af\ EVENINGS AT 7 and 9:15 p.m.
AN UNUSUAL MOTION
PICTURE EXPERIENCE!
"Brilliantly Acted, Beautifully Cast,
Competently Photographed!"
A STORY OF CROWING UP THAT
PROBES DEEPLY INTO THE DARK
RECESSES AND HIDDEN SHADOWS
OF FEMALE ADOLESCENCE!
RADLEY H. METZGER presents
l^aiMnu-iK
_WnS"__~*.«ii -BSYPERSSON
GROOMING '68
Include the turtleneck
in your plans, whatever else you plan for
the fall semester. In its shirt-knit version,
or bulking large with a sweater stitch, it is
undoubtedly the treatment of the year.
Our assortment is varied.
ROSS KLOPP
X-iTID.
WATERLOO - SQUARE
McGill students get senate seats
MONTREAL (CUP) — McGill
students have elected an activist
slate to represent them on the
university senate.
The vote was taken Wednesday
(Oct. 30), and Thursday. The
seven new senators attended their
first meeting of a reconstituted
senate.
The seven included the three
student society executives who
brought state, politics to McGill
when they were elected last
spring.
Peter Foster, international pre-
sident and one of the leaders,
said slate politics are important to
politicizing the campus.
"First of all, we present our
policies clearly and receive a
mandate to carry them out. We
can avoid the problem of conflict-
ing mandates that way. More im-
portantly, our slate presentation
forced other groups to contest on
an organized basis and allow us,
once elected, to say legitimately
that the campus voted for us and
knows where we stand."
The activist slate was opposed
by a moderate one and asserted
individual right-wing candidates.
It was the first election in two
years the right did not actively
contest an election in organized
form.
Of the 62 member-senate, 40
are elected directly by constitu-
ent bodies. Some 32 faculty mem-
bers, seven student senators and
one elected student from the
MacDonald college campus were
selected through votes in their
respective sectors. The rest of the
senate is made up of any appoint-
ed administrators.
.. . and the work goes on.
Photo by Moxlef
Lakehead students could turn down senate offer
PORT ARTHUR (CUP) —
Lakehead University has offered
students three seats on its 29-
-member senate — but studentsmay reject the offer because the
senate holds closed meetings.
Student council president Peter
McCormack pointed to a council
policy of refusing seats on any
closed body, but said the offer
of senate seats would be "care-
fully considered."
Students were alsw offered four
out of 20 seats on the admissions
and scholarship committee, three
of six seats on the judicial com-
mittee (which interprets academ-
ic regulations) and two of 13
seats on the library committee.
McCormack said these offers
would probably be accepted.
Students asked for seats on
the committees in a recent brief
to the senate but had not asked
for seats on senate itself.
The senate set conditions re-
garding selection of students for
the three senate seats — student
members of senate must have
completed at least two years at
Lakehead and only students who
have completed one year are eli-
gible to take part in election of
student senators.
Autosport club
places in rally
Last weekend the Autosport
Club sent four cars to represent
our school at the second annual
Intercollegiate Rally. This year
the event was organized by the
MacMaster Autosport Club.
The two day, 650 mile event
was not unlike last years rally
in that every conceivable road
and type of rally instruction was
used. Relatively high speeds cou-
pled with twisting and narrow
roads made the changes of error
very high. It was not uncommon
for someone to spin out or glo
off the road.
Early Saturday afternoon the
Austin of Peter Jackson and
Steve Howard was knocked out
of the rally by mechanical trou-
ble. At the overnight stop in
Owen Sound the Rambler of Jim
Bales and Wayne Rutledge was
in 11th place. The other two cars
were further back in the stand-
ings due to navigational prob-
lems during the day.
On Sunday the Rambler was
hampered by two flat tires during
the afternoon, the Volvo of Chris
and John Gray continued fault-
lessly until exhaust problems
slowed them down. The Mini
Cooper of Kevin Tunney and
Gord Williams was also very com-
petitive on Sunday but they were
plagued by broken lights when
night caime.
The finishing position of the
four cars from our school are
not yet available. It is highly
probable that one of the cars will
end up in 10th place overall
when the standings are announc-
ed next week. The team may have
finished in third place.
Fiasco!
MONTREAL (CUP) — Quebec
students have been out to shake
up education minister Jean-Guy
Cardinal ever since he refused to
take any action in the CEGEP dis-
turbances two weeks ago.
Michel Mill, a 24-year-old stu-
dent at L'Universite dc Montreal,
has found a way.
Wednesday (Oct. 30) he announ-
ced plans to run against Cardinal
in a by-election December 4 in
the provincial riding of Bagot,
formerly held by the late premier
Daniel Johnson. He is the only
cabinet minister who does not
hold a seat in the legislature.
Mill, who will run under a so-
cialist banner, said he did not
want the minister to run without
opposition: "This would be anit-
democratic, especially at a time
when Cardinal has been the ob-
ject or student opposition because
of his guilt in the post-secondary
education fiasco."
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Have you
considered this
Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men wards for the diligent, for the Chartered
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business
their profession, since those who are resource- and financial world. :,
fill, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet- Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-
ing and working with people and can stand tants who employ CA students are those
strong on their convictions, are the business participating in this advertisement. These firms
leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant and others are interviewing on your campus,
you may apply your talents in a public ac- The names of most local CA firms are listed
counting practice, in industry, education, or in your yellow pages under the heading,
government. Each avenue provides rich re- Accountants-—Public.
Arthur Andersen & Co. Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
P.O. Box 29, Toronto-Dominion Centre 305 King Street West
Toronto 1 Suite 906-12
Kitchener
Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & Sells Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
All Canadian Offices 4 King Street West
Toronto 1
Price Waterhouse & Co. Riddel!, Stead, Graham & Hutchison
All Canadian Offices Hamilton, London, Toronto and other locations
across Canada
Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart
All Canadian Offices Various locations
G. H. Ward & Partners
Woodstock, Kitchener
WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Whether you have decided on your future or not, this
Nov. 18-Nov. 22 's an excellent opportunity to find out more about, '.. , «• t v
, Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-Check with placement office for specific ' campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask yourrequirements of each firm. placement officer, or write directly to:The Institute ofChartered Accountants of Ontario,
69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
Yellow Jackets sinking fast
For you apathetic fans that did
not turn out for this week's flag
football action, I say too bad! You
are indeed the losers.
Thursday, the Red Guards and
the Green Gophers launched a
vicious offensive attack on each
other. It was an 18-18 ballgame.
Although the score was low, the
action was high.
Both teams had praise for' the
commissioner of flag football, be-
cause of the new playing field.
Teams now battle each other be-
hind Women's Residence. Games
are no longer played in East
Hall's mud puddle.
This week our feature interview
was with Senior John Lamb. Mr.
Lamb had this to say, "Field con-
ditions were perfect. Somebody
deserves praise. Officiating was
the worst, somebody deserves be-
ing fired."
The second game was to be the
Saints against the Yellow Jackets,
but the yellow squad failed to
appear. Perhaps they were yel-
low! If the Jackets forfeit another
game, they could be banished
from all future intramural acti-
vity.
Tuesday the Red Guard squea-
ked past the Blue Bombers 24-20.
It was a wide-open high scoring
game.
The next game, fans observed
the Blue Babies crawl over the
Red Barons 19-6.
Stats man Niel has Blackie,
Hume and Dodd in a close race
for the scoring title. We wish our
congratulations to these fine
athletes. Keep it up lads!
Standings
GP W L TPts.
Red Guard 5 4 0 19
Blue Bombers 5 4 10 8
Blue Babies 5 3 2 0 6
Saints 4 3 10 6
Green Gophers 4 2 115
Yellow Streaks 4 13 0 2
Yellow Jackets 4 0 4 0 0
Red Barons 5 0 5 0 0
CUP football standings and game scores
Scores in weekend action —RMC 47, Macdonald 8; Loyola 63,
Sir George 3; Bishops 31, Mon-
treal 1.
Scores in weekend action —St. Francis 73, St. Dunstan's 20;
St. Mary's 44, Acadia 20; Dal-
housie 36, UNB 35.
Scores in weekend action —Queen's 54, McMaster 7; Toronto
36, McGill 13; Waterloo 30, Wes-
tern 6.
Scores in weekend action —Guelph 32, Laurentian 0; Ottawa
28, Carleton 27; Waterloo Luthe-
ran 43, Windsor 3.
Scores in weekend action —Manitoba 25, Alberta 8; Calgary
21, Saskatchewan 17.
OQAA — SIFL Standings
CCIFC — Western Division
CCIFC — Eastern Division
Biuenose Football Conference WCIAA
Gaels humble Marauders
HAMILTON (CUP) — Queen'sUniversity Golden Gaels humbled
the MeMaster Marauders 54-7
here Saturday to set the stage
for next week's game with the
University oif Toronto Blues.
The Gaels with a 5-1 won-lost
record, defeated the Blues 35-0
earlier in the season. Bluesvnow
have won 4, lost 1, and tied 1
so the winner of next Saturday's
game will take the SIFL cham-
pionship.
Queen's quarterback Don
Bayne hit on five touchdown
passes in the victory. The Gaels
led 35-0 at half time on three
touchdown passes to Keith Ea-
mon, Tom Ohown and Rick Van
Buskirk, a 65-yard run by Heino
Lillies and a pass interception
return by Jim TurnbuM.
The Gaels got further touch-
downs from Bamon, Don Mcln-
tyre and Glen Penwarden before
McMaster quarterback Pete Quin-
lam scored from the one-yard
line in the last minute of play.
sports roundup
by brian Crawford sports editor
Well it looks like the football Hawks have won an-
other divisional title. They were aided somewhat by the
fact that league officials awarded the Guelph-Ottawa
game to Guelph because of Ottawa's use of an inelig-
ible player. If this had not been the case, the Hawks
would have been watching the league championship
game from the sidelines. If Ottawa had won the battle
of the board room, they would have taken the divisional
title by virtue of-'their win over the Hawks earlier in
the season.
However this is all by the board and now the Hawks
have a chance to show what they can do. The game
with Loyola on Saturday should be a good test. The
Warriors from Loyola are undefeated this year and are
hoping to keep their string intact. _,
There have been rumours that the Eastern division of
the league was not as strong as the west, but we don't
advise anyone to take these too seriously. The winner
of Saturday's game will meet the team from St. Mary's
University or St. Francis Xavier in the Atlantic Bowl on
November 16 with the winner of this playing in the Col-
lege Bowl the following week.
The league title game should be a wide open affair
featuring the Hawks' running against the Warriors'
passing. We are going out on a limb and predicting a
win for the Hawks.
* * *The WLU grapplers are competing in London on
Saturday and this should be their first big test for the
coming season. If anyone has not seen a university
wrestling meet they are missing something. It is onei
of the few sports which stresses individual competition
and where you don't have a teammate to cover up if
you make a mistake. We will hear more from the
grapplers later.
* * *Remember game time on Saturday is 2 p.m. and we
expect all you tip-em-back club members to be in rare
form.
Women's athletics ahead
by Kyra Kristensen
Women's athletics have really
sharpened up this year. They're
enthusiastic. They're confident.
An overall improvement will be
seen. The reason for this amelior-
ation is due to the fact that two
"qualified" coaches, who have as
their motto drive - drive - drive,
have been appointed to the teams.
You'll never see anyone resting
unless they've passed out! An-
other asset to the teams is that
more than half of last years teams
have returned.
Coaching this year for the Var-
sity Badminton and Volleyball
teams is a graduate in Phys-Ed
from the University of Windsor,
Miss Kwaenicki. Managing the
volleyball team is Miss Sue Go-
man. The players are: Lynme Ack-
ford, JewellArnott, Pam Bonnell,
Bey Borman, J© Anne Carson,
Chris Catania, Sue Ferguson,
Mary Irvene, Ruth Minelly, Linda
Rankin, Linda Rideout, Becky
Voighs and Marg Marin.
Miss Brinkmann, a graduate in
Phys-Ed from the University of
Western, is coaching the Varsity
Basketball team. Miss Marsha
Powers is the manager. The play-
ers are: Liz Atkinson, JudyBirss,
Susan Ferguson, Sally Folland,
Nora Hill, Tish Koeber, Susan
Koppeser, Kyra Kristensen, Shar-
on Leary, Mary Ann Peter, Carol
Roberts, Liz Seibel and Jo Ann
Stewart.
The first Varsity games will
be held in Toronto, November
12th, at Ryerson. The Volleyball
team plays at 6:15 and the Bas»
ketbflill team plays at 8:30 (p.m.).
Dow shindig
SASKATOON (CUP) — Agroup of 75 students sat in at the
Canada Manpower Centre at the
University of Saskatchewan Tues*
day (Nov. 5) to protest Dow
Chemical Recruitment on campus.
They filed into the office at 9
a.m. and sat down on counters,
desks and the floor. The inters
view procedure was not interfer-
ed with and office routine con-
tinued as smoothly as could be
expected.
The group was addressed by
Dr. Howard Adams, METIS lead-
er and Dr. Ed Mahood, a profes-
sor of education.
The protest was peaceful until
about 2:30 p.m. when some 50
commerce students invaded the
already clogged office
the demonstrators. Several were
dragged out before the commerce
students were cooled down by
demonstrators and convinced to
leave.
Saskatoon campus principal W.
R. Begg met with a delegation of
the demonstrators and promised
to establish a student-faculty-ad-
ministration committee to study
on-campus recruitment by con>
panics making war materials.
The demonstrators left the of.
fice late in the afternoon but con-
tinued to protest outside the hall.
They moved to emphasize the
non-disruptive nature of their ac-
tion.
They plan to stay there until
Dow recruiter leave Thursday
after they talk to approximately
25 graduating students*
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BRIDGE SPORT SHOP
/ 96 Union Street East Waterloo, Ontario
743-4272__________________________________
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT by COOPER-WEEKS
SKATES by BAUER
JACKETS and SWEATERS
TROPHIES
"THE STORE FOR ALL YOUR SPORTING NEEDS"
LYRIC
Phone 742-0911
Continuous From 1:30 p.m.
Fri. to Tues.
Carson McCuller's
Searching and Sensitive
Story of Innocence
Lost That Has Become
An "Enduring
Masterpiece"
ALAN ARKIN
"THE HEART IS A
LONELY HUNTER"
•IN COLOR
Wed. and Thur. Only
LAWRENCE OLIVIER
"OTHELLO"
3 Shows Daily, 1:30, 4:30, 8 p.m.
CAPITOL
Phone 578-3800
Continuous From 1:30 p.m.
Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
LEE VAN CLEEF
"THE BIG GUNDOWN"
MIA FARROW
"A DANDY IN ASPIC"
ALL COLOR SHOW
Sun. - Mon. ■ Tues. - Wed.
VINCE EDWARDS
BEVERLY ADAMS
JUDY GEESON
DIANA DORS
"HAMMERHEAD"
Also
"MYSTERY OF
THUG ISLAND"
ALL COLOR SHOW
WATERLOO
Phone 576-1550
Continuous From 7 p.m.
4th WEEK
JOANNE WOODWARD
In Paul Newman's
Production of
"RACHEL
RACHEL"
IN COLOR
You Will Be
Talking About
"RACHEL, RACHEL"
For a Long Time!
FOX
Phone 745-7091
Continuous From 7 p.m.
Thur. to Tues.
HANK WILLIAMS JR.
SHELLEY FABARES
ED BEGLEY
"A TIME TO SING"
Also KERWIN MATHEWS
"BATTLE BENEATH
THE EARTH'
ALL COLOR SHOW
Starting Wed.
November 13th
% A WOMAN"
(RESTRICTED)
A freshman lament
mam. ',mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimm
It's been almost one-half year —Still wondering what I'm doing here.
I want to go but it is clear
I gotta finish this round of beer.
My homework is always never quite done
Since homework in the pub is much more fun
Spendin' cash my old man sends
Bumming cigarettes from my friends.
Bartender, bartender let me stay
I know that I've been here all day
But I want to drink my life away.
The girls are silly, the guys are rude
And thrice a day I eat dog food.
The life is flat, the coffee stale
And no one sends me any mail.
I've got the WUC blues, the WUC blues
No matter what I do I lose.
So here I am and short of cash
My beard won't cover my nervous rash
I want to go I've had my fill
I've got no dough for Clearasil.
I can't tell if I'm asleep
My roommate snores and he snores deep
In fact he snores in musical scores.
I guess I know that I'm still green
But someone in power has a very keen bean.
They've just put up a picket fence
Around the girl's residence.
' by Three Cheers For Anonymity.
P.S. Either find a tune for it
Or destroy it by printing it.
Bisons force play-off
WINNIPEG (CUP) — The
University of Manitoba Bisons
upset the University of Alberta
Golden Bears 25-8 in WCIAA
football action here Saturday. It
was the Bear's first loss in 16
games and deadlocked them with
the Bisons for the conference
title.
The two teams will meet again
in Edmonton this Saturday in a
sudden death game to decide the
representative in the Western
College Bowl Nov. 17.
A combination of Bear mis-
takes and improved play by the
Bisons resulted in the victory.
Earlier in the year the Bears
bombed the Bisons 42-6.
Dennis Hyrcaiko and Graham
Kinley paced the Bisons with
two touchdowns each. John Mc-
Manus counted the lone Bear
major late in the game.
Phys-ed
dummies
The commission on Hu-
man Resources and Ad-
vanced Training discover-
ed that business under-
graduates have a lower
intelligence level than any
other group of predomin-
antly male students with
the exception of physical
education majors.
Car crash
at WLU
Another ear crash occurred in
front of Women's Residence last
Friday and was typical of the
many which take place every
year in front of WLU.
Nobody was seriously injured
in the crash which occurred about
8:30 p.m., but a great deal of da-
mage was done to the cars.
A WLU girl was turning into
the residence parking lot when
her ear was struck by another
car travelling east on University
Avenue. The main cause of the
accident appears to be the fact
that there is no warning of the
many hidden drives on campus.
The result is many oars pass the
university with too much speed
and too little caution.
Immediately after the crash the
Campus Security Police were on
the scene to supervise the crowd
and direct traffic around the
crashed cars. The Waterloo police
arrived soon after to take charge
of the situation.
It was pointed out that the
road was presently being widen-
ed, but this would not help the
problem of the hidden drives. A
sign or warning light would ap-
pear to be the only feasable solu-
tion.
WLU over Windsor
The Waterloo Lutheran Univer-
sity Golden Hawks crushed the
Windsor Lancers 43-13 last week
to capture the western division
title of the Central Canada In-
tercollegiate Football Confer-
ence. The Hawks, who finished
the season with a 5-1 record, now
meet the undefeated Loyola Uni-
versity Warriors in a game at
Seagram Stadium to decide the
Conference Championship.
Loyola closed out its regular
schedule with a very impressive
63-3 victory over Sir George Wil-
liams University. The three
points scored against the War-
riors in this game brought to
only 18 the total points scored
against the defence this season.
This week's battle could very
well be one of the best college
games played in all of Canada
this year.
Led by John Skinner and Tom
McColl, each with two touch-
downs, WLU rolled up 540 yds.
in total offense, 401 of which
were along the ground. Doug
Strong led the rushing with 122
yds. in 13 carries and one touch-
down. Bob Hamilton also scored
a major on a seven yd. pass from
Quarterback Paul Gray. John
Reid kicked 4 converts and a 15
yd. field goal to round out the
WLU scoring.
Paul Gray passed for three
touchdowns and Terry Harvey
threw for another as the Hawks
completed 7 out of 11 attempts.
The Windsor scores came on
touchdowns by Mike Scime and
Alan Kennedy.
Defensively, the Hawks played
a very sound game, limiting the
Lancers to only two first downs
along the ground and 32 yds. in
total rushing.
All indications point towards
a tough defensive contest this
Saturday. If the Golden Hawks
can combine the defensive effort
put forth against Guelph with
the offensive of last week's game
Loyola should suffer its first loss
of the season.
A sparkling ground attack made the difference against Windsor on Saturday.
photo oy Glandfield
Was this really pass interference?
photo by Glandfield
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GRADS
Have you made your appointment for
your graduation photograph?
PLEASE PHONE 745-8637
FORDE STUDIO
154 King St. W„ Kitchener
URGENT
FOR KEYSTONE
